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CHAPTER I 
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
Introduction 
One of the observald,,~ms to be made of modern society is the 
:i,ncreasing dependency on organizational life to achieve so~ial, politi-
cal and·econoi:nic goals. Organ:!,zation seems to be the key t\o "getting 
things done." When people organize to achieve common goals, a pattern 
of organ:i,zat:i,.on baa¢d on the h:i,erarchical arrangement of po~itions and 
status usually foZ'tlls ~· As the organization gl;'ows and becomes more for!llal 
in structure, th:i,s h:!,er,;lrchy takes on increaeing i!llportance becaus~ get..-
ting things.done requirei; going through the chain of ·c:om.mat).d for approval· 
for almost any action or activity .not covered by company tradition, 
policy or procedures. Argyris (1969). vi.ews organizational structure 
as a major factor in plad,ng healthy people ", •• in work situations which 
coerce them. to be dependent., subordinate, submissive, to use few of their 
more than skin surface abiUties" (p. 190). 
Thompsc;in 0969) t:al).es a different view of organizational conflict. 
He sees confl:!-ct as coming from the hierarchical structu'!!'e of organiza-
tions; the superordinate..-subordinate relationship and the assignment of 
roles. As Thompson explains it, this conflict arises because each role 
is subservient to the role above.it in the hierarchical structure of the 
organi.zation. The superordinate-subordinate relationship gives a veto 
power to the individua;I. in the superordinate position. With this veto 
1 
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power, the superior c.a,n atfirm.organ;i.~ationa;I.ly d;i.rected proposals and, 
in effect, conttol the organizational ambitions and careers of sl,lbordi-
nates. The superord!nate position ha,s organizationally given rights to 
monopolize communication networks, .to require deference of subordinates, 
to select personnel, to make decisions and to initiate organizational 
activity. One resJ,llt of the superordinate position is the compromised 
role of subordinat;e~. Thompson states that: 
••. tb,e good things, the satisfact:ions which the organization 
has to offer, are dis~ributed acc;:ording to h:i,erarc.hical rank, 
hence status ran],<.. These .goods, in addition to money, include 
deference, power, :i,nteresting activities and associations, 
inside knowledge,. conveniences a,nd t:he ;Like. Because these 
goods ared.iSt:t:l.bl.lted according to status rank, and access to 
any rank is contl;'olled by hierarchica;I. position, thes~ posi-
tions become.great personal pri,zes SE! means to personal (as 
opposed t:o organizat;ional) ends, and as such are the objects 
of a constant struggle (1969, p. 20). 
Corwin (1969) looks at organizat:{;onal conflict from the viewpoint · 
of the professionally trained educators. He sees organizational conflict 
as coming from the differences in the pr;i.nciples of professional behav;i.or 
and the hierarchical structure of organizatfons. After.investigating 
the role.orientations of teachers and the bureaucratic structure of 
schools, he c<;>ncluded that bureauc\l;'atic .principals did not.support 
professional behavior (p. 214), While the organization stresses author-
ity and a chain of cemmand, tlie profession~) seeks autonomy and looks 
'• 
to his peer group for leade+ship. To the professional, authority is 
vested in his competence to carry out'his job function instead of hier-
archical position. The primary orientation of the professional employee 
is to his clients and the norms of his peers rather than to the achieve-
ment of organizational goals. 
Orgiilnizations are· formed on the basis of a need to accomplish 
specHic goals. Delegati,on of authority is achieved through pos:ltions 
and offices by means of the hierarchical structure.· By so-organiz:l.ng, 
the organization seeki;; to rat;ionalize the decision making process and 
guarantee predictab;l..e behavior op the part of its partic:i,.pant51. 
To coordinate the work activities of organizational participants, 
the pract;ice of admini.,stration has been incorporated. Administration, 
from the orgB:ni.zational standpoint, is viewed as a process " .•• deali:1;1g 
essentially with the conduct of social behavfor in a hierarchical set-
ting" (Getzels; et al,, p. 108) , The various levels of the organiza-
ti<:>n are coordinated by means of a hierarchical structure to produce a 
specif;i.ed erganizational outcome, It _is the role of administration 
to coordinate the efforts of all organizational participants to achieve 
this desired outcome. 
3 
To achieve its goal, 11 1;.he o:t:'ganization makeE\ different requirements 
of individuals at· different levels in. -the organization" (Argyris, p. 23). 
Top level management is charg!=!d with the responsibil:i,.ty .of plann;i.ng, 
policy making and decision making; mid·management is charged with respon· 
sibility for implementation and supervision of the management function; 
and the low~r level employe,es are charged with the requirement of · 
product.ion. 
A parallel can be seen between the bureaucratic structure of indus-. 
try and the structure of the public si;::hools. The school board develops 
policy and procedl.lres; the administrative staff provides supervision 
and implementation of policies apd p~ocedµres; and the instructional 
staff carries eut.the directives from the superintendent and the board 
of eqµcation, under the sµpervision of the admiµistrative staff. This 
organizational pat;tern is in conflict with the norms of professional 
behavior. 
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State~ent of the.Problem 
The prese·nt e;tudy will investigate the differences in need sa:tis.,.. 
faction of five level$ of certified school personnel categorized accord-
ing to hierarchical position. Specifically, t.he study will investigate 
differences .in neec'\ satisfacti~m of superintendents, assistant superin-
tendents, principals, supervisors and teachers. The specific question 
to be answered is~ does,the hierarchical position have an influence on 
the degree to which the need satisfactions of prpfessional school. , 
personnel are met. This investigation will also examine the differences 
in need satisfaction of e;chool personnel categorized by age, sex, total 
years teaching experience, tota;L years experience in present position 
and school size. 
Significance of·· the Study 
This study is importan:t:·if we are tp understand the differences in 
job satisfaction of .certified school employees. Other researchers in 
educational administration have investigated the bureaucratic str.u.cture 
of schools and al!'e now quest:tonn;i.ng the advisability of an organizational 
pattern based on.bureaucratic pr:l,n,ciples. There is increasing.evidence 
that traditional paj::terns of bureaucratic orga,nization may, in fact, 
be detrimental to the operational efficiency of professional educators. 
nogue (1969) speaks to this point. He says: 
We have also seen that contemporary hierarchical organizp.-
· tional patterns tend to impede (1) the achievement of indi-
vidual self-actualization, (2) the occurrence of change and 
innovation, (3) the effective use of specialists in decision-
making, and (4) the development of an organic view of the 
organization. While it is easier to verbalize about these 
limitation$ than it; is to suggest remedies, the administra-
tor must·confront the cballenge of designing organizational 
patterns and relationships so that a greater array of human 
abi;J.ities ,a'X'e called. into play, .o.f-c'X'eatiiig a sensitive 
balance between cont'X'ol and ip.depE;lnderice so that ch~uige . 
and :l;nnevation tire, f ac:Llitated ,. of evex-coming. rigid 
notions of relationships so that efficient use of sp~cial­
ists in, decieiQn malc.ing .is ac;h,ieved, and of developing al;l 
organic perspective of organhationso that the inter-
dependence of organizational components is seen (Bogue, 
1969, p. 71). 
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The present study will provide val.uable data for-identifying envi:i;-on-
mental are~s where adaptation ·may result in developi,ng a work situation 
that provides: more oppo'X't·unities for the .professional staff to increase 
personal satisfaction w:l.thin the school work environment. Although 
incJ;easing opportunities for pers·onE1,l need fulfillment ·may not. have 
a payoff in terms of itl~reas:f.ng productive o\ltput or .the quality of . 
woik be;l.n.g perfo'X'mep, it should 'Pe accl";lmplished as a ft,mction of good 
administrative practice, The go~l achievement of school organizations . 
E!hou:Ld be-coll\patible 'wi~h the goal achievement of each indiv;Ld,µal 
professional staff memper t;o. the .e~t;ent ·possible. 
Defin;i,t;fon of Sel,ect.ed Terms 
The following definitions .of selected teriijs will serve to promote 
a better underst;and;Lng .. of t;he terms usecl in this study. 
Need Satisfaction. Conceptually, -need·satisfaction is the congru-
ence 'between, how one views his needs and the degree to which he perceives · 
the organizational erwiroi;1:ment meets ,these needs. The need satisfa,ctiqn 
cencept is operationalized by the subject's I;'esponse to individual items 
in the "School Personnel Satisfaction Inv·entory." Need satisfaction .is 
a deficiency scbre deteI;"mined by s.ubtracting the respondent's rating of. 
the importance he· perce.ivea the .school places on the cont;:ent of the 
questionnaire item fJ:om the~ importan,ce he gives the content of the 
questio:Qna:f,.;r.e item. 
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Safety Needs. Conceptuapy, safety needs are those needs one has 
to.feel safe.and secure in his work env;Lronment. Safety needs are the 
lowest need leve.l measured 'l:)y .the ."School Petsonnel Satisfaction Inven-
tory." The safety needs are operationalized as those general activities 
and conditions in the school organization structure and administrative 
pol;l.cies that pJ;'evide for safety and permanence in the work environment; 
The subject's responae to instrument items referring to school policie~, 
administrative suppert, physical facilities, group insurance programs, 
adequate materials and schedules .of upcoming achool eventa operationalize 
the safety needs construct. 
;Belongingness and Love.Needs. Conceptually, belongingness and love 
( ) 
needs are.those neec;ls for. membetship and participation in ene's peer and 
social unit; The 'belone;insness and lave needs are the second level of 
needs measured by the "School Personnel Satisfact.ion Inventory." . Opera-
tionally, belongingness and love needs are represented by instrument; 
items that fall into the category of teacher social activities, teacher 
and administrat:or social acti.vities, group feeling and unity; closeness 
and cooperation between teacher subgroups and the teacher-administrator 
subgroup, cooperation among the total group and the school as a close,-
knit social unit. 
Esteem Needs. Conceptually, esteem needs are those.needs for self-
worth,· achievement, recognition and acceptance by others. The esteem 
needs are the third level of needs in the needs hierarchy measured by 
the "School Personnel Satisfaction Inventory." Operationally, esteetn 
needs are represented in the "School Personnel Satisfaction Inventory" 
by items relating to the recognition ef quality work.performance by. the 
administration, the community and students. 
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Self-Actualization NeeQ.s. Conceptually, the self-actualization 
needs are those needs to become what we feel we can or should be; to 
actual,iZe to our potent;l.ali ty. The eielf-ac tualization needs. are the 
fourth and highest level of needs measured by .the "School Personnel 
Sat:l.sfaction Inventory." The self-actualization concept is opet'ational-
ized by items that relate to fx:eedom to explore and implement new methods 
of instruction, fl;:'eedom to select course content and.methods of presenta-
tion;· a situa,tion where acceptance and respect of the dignity of the 
individual, his true self and ideals, is. the common practice. 
·Total Need Satisfaction. Conceptually, total need satisfaction is 
the congruence between how one views his n~eds and the extent to which 
the school environment meets these needs. Operationally, total need 
sati'sfaction is determined by adding the obtained scores of the four 
sub tests. of the "School Personnel Satisfaction Inventory." Thes.e sub.-
tests are: Safety Needs, Belongingness and Love Needs, Esteem Needs, 
and Self-Actualization Needs. A high score on the "School l?ersonnel 
Satisfaction Inventory'~ represents a low. degree of total need satisr-
faction and indicated that the respondent felt there was an important 
difference between how he viewed the instrument items and his perception 
of the importance of the instrument items to his school. A low score 
represents a high degree of satisfact;ion. Low scores indicate congruency 
between the importanqe the subject pl;:lced on the instrument items and 
hb perception of the importance the school pl1;1ced on the instrument 
items. 
Hierarchical Position. Conceptually, hierarchical position refers 
to the ind.ividual' s place in the organizational structure. The hierarch-
ical position is assumed to be related to.the individual's opportunity 
for making his own decisions and of having a-t least limited power over 
0rganizational participants wh0 are.lower in the organizational struc-
ture. Operati0nally, hierarchical positfon will be determined by-the 
position held within the school organization. Professional school 
staff members will be assigned to one of five levels of hierarchical 
poE;litions. -- These levels are ordered -according to the role function 
which the professiqnal school personnel are certified .to perform. 
Records from the Data Center, State Department of Education, were 
reviewed to categorize professional school personnel into one of -five 
levels that exist in the hierarcl)iaal structure of public schools. 
SuperintenClent -Categor;y. School personnel whose personnel 
card on file at the _Data Center, Stat·e Department of _Education, 
Oklahoma City, Oklahoma, revealed them t;o be certified, full-time 
sch,001 superintendents were assigned to theSuperintendent Group. 
Superintendents who taught -a class. or classes as a part of their 
job function were not included in the study. 
Assistant Superintendent Category. School personnel whose person-
nel card on file at the Data Center, State Department 'of Edµca-
tio.n, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma,, revealed them to be certified, 
full-time aseiistant superintendents or administrative assistants 
were assigned to the Assistant Superintendept Category. Assistant 
superintendents and administrative assistants who taught as a part 
of their job function were not include~ in the study. 
Supervisor Category. School personnel whose personnel card on 
file at the Data Center, State Department of Education, Oklahoma 
City, Oklahoma, revealed them to be full-time supervisors, consul-
tants or coordinators were assigned to the Supervisor Category•. 
8 
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Supervisors, consultants a11d coordinators who taught'part-Ume 
were not. included in the study. 
Principal Category~ School personnel whose personnel card on file 
at the Data. Center, State Department of Education, OJ.<lahoma City, 
Oklahoma, revealed them to be certified, full-time principals at 
the element:a:iry, junior high or higl:). school level were assigned to 
the Principal Category. Principals who taught.part-time were not 
~ncluded in the study. 
Teacher Catesor~. School personnel whose personnel card on file 
at the Data Center, State Department. of Education, OkJ,ahoma City, 
Oklahoma, reve.aled them to be certified, full-time teachers at 
the elementary, junior high or high school elvel were assigned to 
the Teacher Categqry1. 
Theoretical Background 
Carl Rogers (1963, p. 4) states that "the individual has a direc-
tional tendency toward wholeness, toward actualization of his potential-
ities." To Rogers, life is an active process. The individual is always 
striving to achieve his maximum potential regardless of· the environment . 
in which he finds himself. Rogers says: 
Whet.her the stiml,llus arises from within or. without,. whether 
the environment is favorable or unfavorable, the behavior 
of an organi!;lm can be counted on.to be in the diJ;"ection of 
maintaining, enhancing and reproduciµg itself. This is the 
very nature of the process we call life (Ibid.). 
These statements by Rogers closely follow Maslow's concepts of 
motivation of human behavior. Maslow postulates that: 
..• gratification becomes as important a concept as depriva-
tion .in motivation theory, for it releases the organism from 
the domination of a relatively .more psychological need per.., 
mitting thereby the emergence of other more social goals (1954, 
p. 84) • 
Maslow proposes a prepotent; mot.ivational concept with respect: to 
need sat.:J.sfaction. This prepotency concept stresses that needs have a 
differential effect on motivation. The lower order needs dominate the 
human organism until .they have been satiated. Higher order needs act 
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as motivators only after the lower order needs have been Satisf.:Led. All 
need levels are active at one time. However', the dominant need for moti-
vation is determined by the state of satisfaction of each succeeding 
need. Maslow's need structures .are' organized as a hierarchy of needs. 
The complete hierarchy of needs, from lowest to highest, is as follows: 
1. Physiologi~al needs 
2. Safety needs 
3. Belongingness and love needs 
4. Esteem peeds 
5. Self-actualization needs. 
Argyris looks at the structure of organizations and points out the 
conflict between the individual. and the organization. He says, "There 
is a lack of congruency between the needs of healthy individuals aspir-
ing for psychological success and the demands of the (initial) formal 
organiZation" (1960, p. 14). 
Where the healthy individu~l seeks autonomy, self-fulfillment and 
an expressive outlet, the organization is most concerned with ration-
ality and predictable behavior. The organization, seeking rational 
behavior from its participants develops hierarchical structures to 
coordinate the work activities of its members to guarantee predictable 
behavior. In so doing, the organization violates the tenets for the. 
psychological growth (self-actualization)' of its members. Argyris 
(1957, p. 66) succinctly illustrates this point. 
If the principles of .formal organizations are used as 
ideally defined, employees will tend to work in an environ-. 
ment where (1) they are provided minimal control over their 
work-a-day world, (2) they are expected to be passive, depen ... 
dent, and subordinate, (3) they are expected to have a short;":' 
time perspective, (4) they are induced to perfect and value 
the frequent ·use of a few skin-surface shallow abilities, 
and (5) they ar~ expected to produce under conditions. leading 
to psychological failure. All these characteristics are 
inc:ongruent to the ones healthy human beings are postulated 
to desire ••• 
Additionally, Argyria (1957, p. 66) says: 
If the analysis is correct this inevitable incongruency 
increases as (1) the employees are of increasing maturity, 
(2) as the formal structure (based upon the above princi-
ples) is made more clear-cut.and .logically tight for 
maximum formal organizational effectiveness,'(3) as ope 
goes down the. line of command, and (4) as the jobs become 
more and more mechanized •.• 
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One of the primary objectives of administration is bringing tagether 
the needs of the individual and the needs of the institution into a 
congruent pattern of interaction. To accomplish this objective, 
schools have.adopted an organizational pattern based on a hierarchy 
of authority. It is this hierarchical structure that may, in fact, 
be working te reduc~ the effectiveness of the organization. 
There is a common thread corinecti!).g the statement by Rogers con-
cerning the direction of individual growth, Maslow's theory of motiva-
tien based on a prepotent hierarchy, and Argyris' position with 
reference to the inherent conflict between the healthy individual and 
the organization. If man has a.directional tendency toward actualiz:-
ing his potentialities and he is motivated by a prepotent need struc-
t\,lre, then we can expect that the lower one'El position .in the organi-
zational hierarchy the.less opportunity one has for self-actualization. 
With this theore.tical base as a guide, this study will ·investigate 
the differences it\ need satis£action of certified personnel within the 
public schools of Oklahoma. It is expected that significant diff.er-
ences ,in total need satisfaction among supe.rintendents, .assistant 
superintendents, principals, supervisors and teachers will be found. 
It is also expected that sianificant differences in need satisfaction 
will be ·found among groups when certified school personnel are cate~ 
gorized according to age, sex, total years teaching experience, total 
years experience in present position and scl:io.ol size, 
Statement of the Hypotheses 
l2 
The present study will focus on the hierarchy of position as a 
factor with respect to the extent to which professional school per-
sonnel self-actualize in the public sch.col work environment. Addition-
ally, the study will investigate the .differences in need satisfaction 
of certified school personnel categorized by .age, sex, total years 
teaching experience, yea.rs experience in present position and school 
size. Twelve hypotheses have been formulated to provide empirical 
data relative to the need satisfaction of certified school personnel. 
Hypothesis 1. There are no significant differences in total 
need satisfaction of cert:i,.fied school personnel categorized according 
to hierarchical position categories. 
Hypothesis 2. There are no significant differences in any of the 
four need satisfaction. levels (Safety, Belongingness and Lo.ve, .Esteem 
and Selt'-Actualization) among hierarcl:dcal_ position categories of 
certified.school personnel. 
Hypothesis 3. Th~re are no significant differences in total need 
satisfaction of certified school personnel categorized according to age. 
Hypothesis 4. There are no significant differences in any of the 
four need satisfaction levels (Safety,. Belongingnes~ and Love, Esteem 
and Self-Actualization) among age categories of certified school 
personnel. 
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Hypothesis 5. There are no sig.nificant differences in the total 
need .satisfact;ion of certif:l,ed school personnel categorized according to 
ma.le and female categories. 
Hypothesis ;~. ··There are no significant differences in any of the 
four need satisfaction levels (Safety; Belongingness and Love,. Esteem 
and Self-Actualization) among male and female categories pf certified 
school personnel, 
Hypothesis 7. There are no significant differences in total need 
satisfaction of certified sch.ool personnel categorized according .to 
total years school expe:r.rience~ 
Hypothesis 8. There a:re no significant differences in any of the 
four needsatisfacti-on levels (Safety,. Belongingness and Love, Esteem 
and Self-Actualization) among· the total years school exp.erience 
categories of certified school personnel: 
Hypothesis 9. There are. no significant differences in the total 
need sat:f,sfaction of c~rtified sch_ool personn'el categorized according 
to years of experience in present position. 
Hypothesis 10. There are no significant differences in any .of 
the four need satisfaction levels (Safety, Belongingness and Love, 
Esteem and Self-'Actualization) among total years experience in present 
pesition categories of certified school personnel. 
Hypothesis 11. There are. nci si.gnificant differences in total 
need satisfaction of certified school personnel categorized according 
to school size. 
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Hypothesis 12. There are no significant differences .in .. any of the· 
four need satisfaction levels (Safe.ty, Belongingness and Love, Esteem 
and Self-Actualization) among school size categories of certified school 
personnel. 
Limitations of the Study 
A major limitatiqn of this study is the use of the "School Per$on-
'n.el Satisfaction Inventory" to measure· the need satisfaction of school 
administrators. This instrument was developed by revising the ''Teacher 
Need Satisfaction .Inventory" which was validated on teacher groups. No 
validity measures are available for the revised instrument for school 
administrators.. It was reasoned that the "School Personnel Satisfac-
tion Inventory" is valid for both teachers and administrators at all 
hierarchical levels. Since teachers and administrators are relatively 
homogeneous in their education and experience background and both work 
in the same general educatfonal .environment; it is assumed that the . 
instrument is valid for both groups. 
This position is supported by. Graham (1969). He found in his study 
of job attitude components across organizational levels, a. correspon-
dence of response patterns at all levels in hi$ study of insurance 
agents, managers and supervisors. .Regardless of job level, the 
employees identified a similar pattern of job attitudes. Graham (1969, 
p. 39) concluc;led that " ... comparable measures can.be found for employe.es 
who are likely to view the job domain from different perspectives .... 
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A second limitation of th;i.s study is the generalizability of the 
results. .No attempt was made to proportionally represent all hierarchi-
cal levels within the school organization through a ·Strict.:stratifica-
tion procedure. It was.reasoned that the use of random procedures in 
the selection of the sample participants for each organizational level 
was sufficient to insure' a representative sample. 
A third limitation of this study is the use of a causal comparative 
research design. Van Dalen (1962, p. 222) says that, "whe.n researchers 
cannot manipulate the independent variable· ap.d establish the. controls 
that are.requir1;d ••• they may conduct a causal-comparat;:!,ve study." This 
design allows the researcher to look at what happened and seek cauE,1es, 
but because of the lack of cc;mtrol of the independent variable, he 
can never be certain of his results. Therefore, although organizational 
structure is treated as the independent .variable and need satisfaction 
as the dependent variable, no c~use and effect relationship may be 
assumed. 
Assumptions 
Befo.re reviewing the assumptions of the «tudy, the reader should be 
apprised of .the researcher's philosophical veiw of organizational 
structure. Organizational structure is viewed as having a neutral 
quality; it is neither good nor bad per~· The "goodness" or "bcadness" 
of organizational structure is determined by the sum total of the organ-
izational environment. Within the structure of all organizations lies 
the potential to simultaneously fulfill individual needs and achieve 
organi.zational objectives. The quality of administration will determine 
the extent to which a good balance between individual needs and organi-
zational e~pectations are maintained. 
The validity of the findings of this study ci.re subject to the 
accurateness of the following assumptions. 
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1. It was assumed that .the population sample, composed of .profes.-
sional level school personnel, would have their physiological 
needs satisfied; therefore, this need level would not serve as 
a motivat.or when measuring the· satisfaction ·Of a. professional 
group. In view o.f this assumpticm, physiological needs were 
not included as a subscale of the "School Personnel Satisf ac-
tion Inventory." 
2. It was assumed that the. teachers' and administrators' responses . 
to the "School Personnel Satisfaction Inventory" were represen-
tative of their true perceptions of each statement's importance 
to them on both the Importance to Me Scale and the Imp~rtance 
to. My School Scale of the "School Personnel Satisfaction 
Inventory." 
3. It was assumed that the educational environment in the sampled 
schools is representa~ive ,of the educational environment in 
the.total school population of Oklahoma. With this assumption 
in mind, no proportional stratification of the population by 
hierarchical position was attempted. Random pr0cedures were 
used to select the participants who were al1eady working at 
a given level. 
Chapter Summary 
Chapter one ha.s presented' an overview of three sources of conflict 
within hierarchical organizations •. Thompson sees conflict as coming 
from the superordinate-subordinate relationship within hierarchical 
organizations while Corwin views organizational conflict as stemming 
from differences in the principles of .organization ·and the noJ;'lll.S of 
professional behavior. A third view of· organizational conflict Js 
seen by ·A.rgyris as coming from strict adherence to.the principles of 
organization and the: nee4s of "healthy" employees. 
Maslow's motivational theory has been presented in skeletal form. 
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This theory is based on a hierarchy of needs which have aprepotency 
that requires ·the lower order needs be satisfied before higher order 
needs motivate the organism. Twelve hypotheses were formulated to 
examine differences in need sa.tisfaetion of certified school personnel 
categorized by hierarc;hical position, age, sex, total years s;chool 
e:lf;perience, years expedence in present position and school size. 
Additionally, .the statement of ;the problem, significance. of the 
problem, definitions of selected terms and limitations of the study 
have been presented. Chaptel;' two will contain a review 0f the litera-
ture with emphasis on organizational theory and administz-ation,· ,factors 
of satisfaction, need-hierarchy studies of satisfaction and the school 
environment an,d j.ob satisfaction. 
CHAPTER II 
REVIEW OF RELATED LITERATURE 
Introduction 
There has, in recent years, been a great deal of interest and con-
cern relating to job satisfaction, morale and need satisfaction studies 
of industrial workers, supervisors and managers. Much of this interest 
focused on the relationships among various single and multiple factors 
in the work environment which contribute to employee satisfaction and 
thus increase production. Real concern for the satisfaction of employees 
other than as a means to increased production is relatively new. Fournet 
(1966, p. 165) notes that "ccmce:i:-n for worker's" attitudes as exhibited 
today in the vast amount of literature on job satisfaction, is a rela-
tively recent development." 
A major problem in researching job satisfacti9n and need satisfac-
tion has been the !ack of theoretical constructs from which testable 
theoretical hypotheses could be developed. Vroom (1964, p. 4) states 
that"terms like morale, consideration, participation, fatigue and 
vocational interests are se],dom g!ven adequate or consistent conceptual 
definitions." The concept of morale is given different meanings by 
difterent investig~~ors, Comparison of results from study to study is 
difficult because of the many different populations that have been 
researched and the wide va:i:-iety of methodological procedures used to 
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conduct the investigations (Ath$naeiou, 1969, Four~et, et al., 1966 and 
Vroom, 1964). 
Kimmel (1969, p. 22)- summat'ized th~ problem of lac~ of theoretical 
constructs and comparable research results. He states that: 
Job attitudes, their determinants and consequences are 
complex, and as yet relatively unanalyzed phenomena. Few 
workers have the clear-cut goals of the.social critic or 
the single (or double) motivational systems of the indus-
trial psychologist. It is unlikely that worker attitudes 
will be predicted by a general theory dealing with abilities, 
background, or mot::i,vation in any more·accurate manner than 
worker performance has been predicted on the basis.of reported 
job satisfaction. 
Organizational Theory and Satisfaction 
The study of job -eatisfaction is tiraced to the re.e;e!lrch of Roeth ... 
lisberger and Dickson ani;l the;l.r Hawthorne s'lludies (Fournet, 1966). 
Roethlisberger and Dic~son were concerned with the psychological state 
of mind of workers and the motivational.properties qf social in~er-
action on the jqb. From these studies several new approaches to manage-
ment.practices were conceived. It was theorized that more humane 
practices and enlightened me.nagement principles would increase produc~ 
tion more than would adberance to the scientific management philosophy. 
Management practices in the scientific management era of Fayal and 
Ulick emphasized time and motion studies, organization of production. 
units and close supervision of' the worker .. The worker was viewed as 
lazy, untrustworthy and motivated by monetary reward. This attitude 
was accompanied by organizatione.1 structures that reflected this 
assumption. 
Frederick Taylor (1911), an early writer -of scientific principals 
of man,agement, popularized the view of efficiency as a measure of 
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managerial success. Managerial success was measured in t:e:i:-ms of· 
reducing costs and increasing unit· 0utput. To increase 0utput work 
tasks were simplified, broken into small components, departmentalized 
and placed under close, continuous supervision. Work.ers were rewarded 
fo:r increased output and following dire.ctions and orders. 
Adherence to Taylor's principles of scientific management resulted 
in spectacular increases in production output. A side effect of scien-
tific management was the necessity for a close supervisory system to 
ipsure that all workers were performing up to production standards in 
the most efficient way. Close supervision tequired a, network of over-
.l.apping positions which had authority ovel;' workers in job positions 
below thell). The hiera:t:'chical st:t:'ucture·of an.organization became more 
important as a vehicJ,e for accciJnplishing organizational goals; 
One of the leading .organizational theorists of the earJ-:r twentieth 
century was Max Weber; Weber and his organizational concepts were 
adhered to by many of :the structural theorists. He (Weber) believed 
that management col,lld control the activities of production and achieve 
operational efficiency through the strul;!tural components of a hierarchy 
of organization. The structural components of Weber's bureaucratic. 
organizational model are reported by Blau (1956) as: (1) specialization, 
(2) hierarchy of authority, (3) explicit rules and regulations, (4) 
impersonality .and (5) career opportunities. The purpose of the bureau-
cratic organization is: 
•.. to create social- conditions which constrain each member 
of the organization to act in ways that, whether they appear 
rational or otherwise from his individual standpoint, further 
the rational pl,lreuit.of organizational objectives (Blau, 
1956, p. 32). 
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Weber's.bureaucratic .organ..iiational structure has :received a great 
deal of criticism from conte~porary organizational theorists. This 
criticism focuses on whe~he~·the model is truly applicable or is a. 
model of the ideal or "pure type." Blau 0956) takes the posit;lon that -
Weber's mode.1 is an ideal or :pure type. He feels the model can. be 
implemented :1,n ceitaintypes of organizations~ however, it is notall 
inclusive. Litwak (1969, p. 62) contrasts Webe_r' s bureaucratic model 
w;l;th t;he mo;-e contemporary hiJ;man relations organbat;l..onal model. He 
says, ''Weber's model is most efficient whep, the organization deals 
prill'!ari1y with uni_f(:)rm events and with occupatione1 stressing. traditioIJ.al 
areas ·of knowledge :rather than social skills" -(1~69, p. 82)-. Diverse 
organizations dealing with nqn-un;l.form events nee.d a diff!arent ·organi~ 
~ational model; one -that· acco:rding to Li tw.ak s t'resse_s: 
••• horizontal patt~rns of au~ho;-;l.ty, minimal spec:4alizat;ic:m, 
mixture of decisiQns on pc;>licy and cm administliaUon, litt,le 
prior .limitatian of duty and pr;LvilegeEJ to a given office, 
personal rather than impersonal-relations, and a minimum of 
general rules. This __ f o:rm of 0 rganization gene'):'ally cha:rac .. 
terize_EI the "huma:p.- '!;'elations" model desc;ribed as ;i,deal by _ 
many .contemporary indus.trial psychologists. 
McGregor (1969) ptoposes that the emphasis of management has been 
on the wrong track 'Pecause (:)f its philosophy.of the nature of man, 
McGregor believes that " ••• man·is a wanting animal" and as i;iuch is 
motivated by his needs which are. organ;!.zed in.a hiel;:archy·of needs. 
Marik.ind' s ,needs .a:i:-e coµsisteJ;'lt and have a prepotency that ¢!.em.ands -
that-lower level needs be satisfied before higher.level needs come 
to b~ar.on the individual. 
Based on the·assumption Qf a hierarchy.of needs, McGregor.proposes 
a new theory,of mano11ging people-.-Theory.Y. According to the.tenets of 
this! theciry: 
(1) Management'is tiesponsibl~ for organiz;i.ng the elemepts 
of productive enterprise~-money, materials, equipment, 
people-~in the interest of economic ends, 
(2) People are p.ot by ·niitUJ;'e passive or resiatant to organi-
zational needs. They have become so as a result of 
experience in organiza"!fions, 
(3) The motivation, the potential for development, the capa-
city for assum;i.ng responsibility, the readiness.to direct 
behavior toward organizational goals are.all present iµ. 
people. Management does nGt put them there. It is a 
responsibility of management to make it possible for 
people to recognize and develop these human character-
istics for themselves. 
(4) The essential task of management is t;o arrange organiza-
tional conditions and methods of operation so that people 
can achieve their.own goals best by directing their own 
efforts toward organizational 0bject;ives (1969, p. 154). 
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Argyris (1957) takes a similar view of bureaucratic organizations. 
His position is .based 0n his. assumptions of h4maa gt"owth in a direction 
toward self ... actualizat;:l.on for the healthy adult, The formal ol;ganiza-. 
tion imposes restrictions .on the opp0rtunities for self-actualization 
0f its employees. These '):'estrictiqns are in the form of more mechani..,.. 
zation of jobs, tightel;' organization controls and a chain of coJ11llland. 
The 10wer one is in the organizational hierarchy, the less opportunity 
he has to make decisions, use his abilities .and to self-actualize his 
potentialities. 
Factors. qf Sa tis-faction 
Num.eroui; studies have reported data. relevant to the situational 
and personality determinants of job satisfaction. These studies usually 
consist of correlating a factor or group of factors with a predetermined 
criterion of satisfaction suc;h a& absenteeism, turnover, wages, promo-
tional opportun:i,ties O:t:' persona;L:i,ty variables such as age, sex, or 
ip.telligence. 
Many.of these stud;f..es report.conflicting rest:!-lts, Robinson (1969) 
notes that one of the major problems in determining job satisfaction, 
in terms of broad universal factors, is the div~.rgence of soc;l.ological 
factors which come to bear but· which cannot be cc;mtrolled. Occupational 
sta,tus, work values, .educa.tion and cultural differences can be· differ .. 
entiating .factors when attempting to isolate the single or multiple 
facets of sat:Lsf·action. Vroom (1964, p. 173), after a comprehensive 
review of the literature related to situational and petsonality factors 
related to job satisfaction, says: 
Job·satisfaction must be.assumed to. be the result,of the 
operation of -both situat;Lonal an.d personality variables. 
It ie only th.rough sim.ultaneous study of these two sets 
of factors 'that the coJ11plex nature of their interaction 
can be revealed. 
Herzberg's Two Factor Theory 
Herzberg (1966) deve~oped a two factor theory based on the assump-
ti on that man· is an ·a.n~mal and, as such, s~eks ~o avoid pain and to. 
grow psychologicdly. J:!erzperg '.s theory is based on the premise that 
certain factors contribute tCi> job satisfaction while other factors con-. 
tribute to job d:i,.ssat:j_sfaction. The factors are mutually exclusive 
and are composed of both psychological and situational aspects of the 
work environment. 
The satisfying factors ·are achievement, rec0gnition; the work 
itself, responsibility and advancement. The dissatisfiers.are company 
policy .and adminir;it;rat:l,on, supervisi0n, salary, interpersonal relations 
and working conditions, Satisfaction factors are designated as moti-" 
vators whiJ,e dissatis;faction factors.are designated as hygiene factors. 
Other researchers (Wolf, 1970, Dunnette et al., 1967, and Hulin and 
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Smith, 1967) refer to the motivation factors as intrinsic or content. 
fact:ors and the hygiene factors as extrins;lc or context factors. 
According to Herzberg's Two Factor Theory, the absence of satis-
fiers in the work environment does not necessarily mean that a worker is 
dissatisfied. Conversely, the absence of dissatisfiers does not necee;i-
sarily imply satisfaction. Satisfaction and dissatisfaction are bipolar 
rather than ranging on a continuum from satisfied to dissatisfied. 
The two factor theory is in opposition .to the ·more traditional 
motivational theoty that views job satisfaction as ranging on a ccm-
tinuum fr.om dissat:f,.sfied to sati.sfied. Traditional motivational theory. 
emphasizes that if the presence of a variable in the work environment 
leads to satisfaction, its absence will lead to job dissatisfaction. 
Herzberg's study revealed that the factors that lead to worker. 
satisfaction.were different from the factors that lead to dissatisfac-
tion. From these findings he concluded that hygiene factors reduce 
dissatisfaction but do not add to satisf a,ction wh;lle the motivator 
factors add to satisfaction but their absence does not contribute sub-
stantially to dissatisfaction. Herzberg (1959, p. 111) states: 
One of the basic h.;i.l;>its of scientific thinking is to con-
ceive of variables as -operating on a continuum •. Ac.oording 
to this, a fa,ctor that influences job attitudes should 
influence them in such a w.;i.y that the positive or negative 
impact of the same factor should lead to a corresponding 
increase or decrease in morale. Perhaps some of the cen-
fusion as to what workers want from their jobs stems from 
the habit of .thinking that influencing job attitudes operate 
along such a continuum. 
Herzberg's theory has generated a great deal of controversy and 
prompted a number of researc;h activities. Friedlander and Walton (1964> 
attempted to replicate Herzberg's findings by interviewing scientists 
and engineers in val;'ious occupational specialities with reference to 
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rea51ons'for remaining in.an organial:!.tion. The intrinsic factpra were 
cited as the most ,;Lmporte:p.1; reasons ~or st:aying in ap. crgan;lzat:Lon 
w'Q.ile the extrinsic; fa.ctors contril;luted to leaving the organ:l.za~ion. 
Myers ( 1964), Schwart.z, Jens·aitis,: and Stark (1963),. and Herzberg 
(1966) have confirmed the two factor theory .using the. interview criti,.. 
ca,l inc.idents procedure. This procedure require$ an .unstructured inter-
view in which the interv:l:ewee was·asked to identify peJ:"iods.of time when 
hie feelings about his job were much higher·or lower than usual. After 
discussing these periods qf ·high and low f.eelings ·related to the ·inter.-... 
viewee' s job, the re~ea'!=cher interpreted the .data by means of content 
analysi,s ,· An postei::l;ori· conten.t ·analysis approach with ·the categories 
of analys:Ls extracted frot11 the.material itself was used. 
Herzberg' s theory has come unc:ler ~ttack as a result af. -Burke's 
(1966) review <:>f ·the ;reseaJ:'ch relevant to the Herzberg theo_ry. ~rom 
this :review,; Burke formal:tzed thi:ee general conclusions about the 
nature of motivators and· hyg;tenes. 'l'heee cenclusione are: 
1. In many case!il, 'factors causing job sa·tisfaction (motiva-
tors) are different .from, and not merely opposite to, . 
facto.rs ,causing j~b dissatish:ction (hygienes). 
2. A given factor can ~ause job .satisfaction .in one sample 
and job disea.tis.f.action .in' another sample, ap.d ·Vic:.e 
versa. It appears that jab or occupational level, age. 
of responqerits' . sex of· respo.ndents ·and perhaps a time 
dimension varia.ble-paJZt;J.al.ly determine whether a g!ven 
f aceor will be a source ef ·satisfaction or d:l,ssat;:i.sfac-
tion :on the jqb. 
3. In some case.a a .given factor waE;l found to-cause.job sat-
isfaction and j.ob dissat.isfaction in the same aample 
(1966, P· un. 
As a result ,pf ·the findings of his study of the. independence and . 
unidimensional aspects .ef the hygi~ne aµd motivator factors, .Burke 
concluded that the mc.;ltivator and hygiene factors were neither independent 
nor unid,imensional. Theun;Ld~mensional:l,ty of motivator ancl.byg;f.ene · 
factors was rejec1;:ed on th, .. basis of .mirror-image prefe·renoe· 01:1den 
among a set of obse·rved preference orders :Ln a sample of college 
students. 
Generally, studies ut:J,1hiti.g data .. gathering tec;hn:Lques·-ether than 
the. critical, incident method have .nCilt been supportive of the twp factor · 
theory. Dunnette, .et al., (.1967), using a rating scale ta have .workers 
rate jl!>b £.actars, f,ounQ. that both. the content and context factors could 
serve as sat;l,sfiers and· clissatisfi·ers, thu~ supporting tt:aditional mo ti• 
vational the('.')ry. · .Hulin anq Smith (1968) added additional evidence to 
refute the two fac·t;or :theo;y ·when they found, in a correlatienal study, 
that ·content elements in the work environment acted as path satis.fiers 
and diss~tisffe'X's. 
Gruenfield (1962) stud'ied industrial supervisors in three diffe.rent 
occupational leve.lS by havi~g them rate 18 job Gha;racterist;Lcs in ot"der · 
of their. desirabi:J.ity. The general findings of this study supported the. 
two facte.r . theot;'y. However~·· in analyzing hi.s data, Gruenf:teld noted .a .. 
difference in -the ratinss of .. different factors dep-ending -on the occupa-
tional level of the rater. Subjects in higher occupational levels gave 
higher ratings ·to the motivation factors.while lower ·level -occupations 
gave higher fatings to the hygi.ene fa¢t0.rs. Respopse· bias in ratings 
<:>f c0ntent; and context fact;0rs bf ;the work environment that are a 
re~ult ef differences ~n occupational levels of .the subjects· was· als0 
rep0rted by Cente.t;'s and Burgental (1966). The studies by -Gruenfield . 
aµd Center~ and Burgental pc;iint <:>ut'that a major source of variation 
in the measurement of -job satisfacti.o.n :i,s due to. occupational I .. 
dif f erep.ces •. 
Occupational Status ancl Job Satisfactio.n · 
There is increasing' evidence tha:t occupationalst;atu~ is .a major 
factor in. determining .attitudes toward work. Converse and Robinson 
(Robinson, 1969) investigated the rat.ings of various aspects .of jobs 
by workers in different occupational leV.els. The job factors 'being 
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rated were pay, job ·security, kind of people, freedom to plan and chance . 
to learn. "Lowest ratings on practically all components clustered heav-
ily :in the blue-collar and lower white-collar class.es" (Robinson, 1969, 
p. 51). Blue-collar and lower· white-collar occupati1mal classes gen-
erally had the sam,e priqrities as the managerial and professional leve.l 
occupations but attached more. importance to pay and job security as 
factors of satisfaction in their work environment. 
Gurin, :veroff, and Feld (1960) investigated satisfaction among 
employed ma.lea in eight occupational classes. Their data ;revealed that. 
the professional-technical occupations reported 42 percent as being very 
sat:i.sfied while only 13 percent of the unskilled and 27 pel:'cent of the 
semi.-skilled reported that they were very satisfied in t;heiJ;". jobs. 
Kornhauser (1962) investigated the relationship between mental 
health, education and ji;>b level in a factory setting. He concluded that 
".~.mental health is poorer among factory workers. as we Il\OVe from more 
skilled, responsible, varied types of work to jobs lower in these 
respects" (p. 46). The lower the occupational level, the.lower wae the 
mental health of factory worker.a. Mental health was affected by every-
thing in the job environment that, caused the worker to. have negative 
self-feelings, anxieties and tensions that obstruct effective 'behavior. 
Blai (1964) researched the major components of job satisfaction 
ac;ross occupational levels.· He sampled 470 individuals in professional, 
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managcarial-official, clerical,. servic~, and· tra~es-manual oc;cupatiqns' •. 
Th~ subjects were requifed ,to i;ielect t'l:'om a listing of 14 need areas, 
desi.gned ··to complement. the Ma!1ilow need hierarchy~ Seven nee'd areas 
. ' . . emerged fro~ the subjects .listil'lgs. These needs were: . ·$elf- .. 
actualization, :interest;ing duties, advancement, }ob security, .independ-
encc;a, . es te.em an<d congeniality. 
Profess;i,onEJ,l. employe.es selections clustered ·arounci the needs for 
$elf~actualizatio-p (70%), int;eresUng duties .(70%), al;ld, advancement 
(39%) •. Managerial level, employees followed the· satn.e pattern as the 
professional level· emp,loye.es but with a. slightly lower per·centa,g~: 
self-actualizatio'Q. (58%), :f,,nte'resting duties (54%), and adv11ncement. 
(33%). Pattetns of need1s by occupatio.nal leveJ were clearly delineated. 
Professional management eniployeei;; ch0se se.lf-.actui;tlization, interesting 
duties and advancement as the ·mo~t 1 impottant factots for determining 
their satisfaction. Clerical job holder.s typic,s.J,ly selected intereiat-
ing work, job security and self-·actua,lizat;i,on neec;:ls. Service occupa-. 
tions selected factors .related to. job security, ind.ependence and 
interesting duties. Trades ·and manual occupati-ons $elected ite!Jls 
related .to job secur;l,ty, esteem.and congeniality. 
Blai concluded that the .,prepoten<;y -.need hierarchy of Masfow' s . 
motivati;onal theory was as predicted. ·.This was evidenceQ. by the les~ 
pr,epotent needs of self..,actualizatic;m, 'advancelllent and inte,t;~sting 
dut:l.e.E! being selected i:no,re often .'by eaeh suc;_ceeding job level. 'Ihe· 
more .prepotent needs fot; ccn:igeniality, ·esteem, il,ldependence and job 
security were se1ecte4 tnQre often in the lower.soc:i,o-economic!groupi;; 
of ·trade and service occ\.ipations. · 
In a related st1,1dy of different levele; of managers and, their need 
deficiendes, Porter (1962) reported that total need deficiencies , 
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increased with each suceeed;l,ng lower level of managemen1;:. Porter did 
not find significant , di ff erence,s for the physiological and safety needs 
of managers classified according to organizat:f,,onal position. Rowever, 
significant differences' were found for esteem needs, autonomy needs and 
self-a.c tualiza ti on needs", 
Data from the studies by Converse and Robinson (1969), Guren, 
Vern,off and ,Feld (1960), Kornhauser (1962), Blai (1964) ~ and Forter 
(196.2), give evidence ef the importance of occupational status as a 
factor in determining job satisfa.ctic;m. Occupants of higher status , 
jobs were generally more -satisfied than occupants. of lower· status 
jobs. The more prepotent needs for job security and esteel!l were 
stressed by lower level job holders while higher leve.1 job holders 
emphasized the less pl;:'epotent needs of self-actualization, intere!!!ting 
dutie.s and autonomy. All the previously named studies in this para-. 
graph give evidence th.flt job satisfaction may be related to need-
satisfaction,. based on Maslow' s motivatfonal theory. 
Need-Hierarchy-Studies 
Prior to 1959, there were few studies in the literature:i;-elating 
to need satisf,actfon as a me,asu't'e of job satisfaction. Up to this 
point in· t:lme, job sat:f,sfact;ion .research was primarily ,concerned with 
the .work environment and research comparing job satisfaction across 
occupational. levels., 
Research activities related to job satisfaction began to shift 
emphasis in the ·1at;.e 1950's and early 1960's and examine the 
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relationshi'p 9f .-jol;> satisfaction within the structural components ·of 
org~nizations. Studies related to t}le high~r statu~ occupations.and t;he 
upper 1evels of ma.nagem~nt bigi&J'l to appear.- 'I'his change.-:Ln d:fi:t:ecU"n .of 
research acUvities reflect·s the increasing interest in ·the· hul'l\an ;ela-
tions movement in· manasement ·and the accept~rice .of Masiow' s motivational 
theory of human·· growth and deve;Lopment. 
'l'wo studies t;:hat tend supp(\)rt·for studying managerial level person-
nel wer• reported by Rosen ~and Weaver (1960) and Rosen (1961). Rosen 
and Weaver ·inveetigated the motivational cCDmmonalities that; existed for 
the -different levels of ·management. •They·wanted to determine· if managers 
aero.es organizational levels· had similar. wants ·and needs and if th.e · 
importanc;e. they attached to vat'ious job cond;l.tio.ns was similar. They 
administered a strµ,ct4;.ed -Q\lestionna,ire to 155 men in four l;eveli;; of 
management. The· quea.t.io'nnaire -contained 24 items designed to determine 
commonal.ities for the management levels for relations .-with supervisors,-
cempany policies and practices, peer relat.ionships :and opportunities foi· 
se+f...;expression. 
From their .data, they concluded that ·a high degree of comi,n<;mality 
ex:l,sted regarding .caµdit;;ions. of wo;rk across man~gerial levels. Sa tis.-
fl;!.(ftion .was related to environme'.l;ltal factors which p.er.mitted management 
to p,e;-forUl. their duties .effeotively. Commc;>nalit:ies occurred in epite of 
differenc_es in job Elt.atul!I a.Did role· d:l.fferentiation. Resen and Weaver· 
concluded that;. "one can. talk about_ management ai;;. a m~aning_ful cohesive . 
cla:ss_ shar.;l.ng .CC)mtllQP. motivations if. job performance roles are defi~ed 
rather than org~n:lzatienal .effectivenes.sn (1960, p. 391). 
Rosen (1961) using· his original sample data, stud-:1,.ed how varfous 
'\. 
levels of· manageni.ent .descx:ibed their work environment; arid the conditions · 
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they considered important. He conclucied that: "the higher one goes in 
the hierarchy the gl;'eater a.re -the rewar.ds of the environm.;mt'' ·(Rosen, 
1960, p. 158). Porter (1961) investigated the relationshi"p.-be_;ween·· the 
need deficiencies and org19.:n;Lzational position of superv:Lsors .. and· middle · 
m&'l:l•sers. Porter noted sigri,it:Lcant .differences in need def:Loiencie• 
for security, esteem and 1:1u~,onomy needs •. The lower level supervisors 
had signif.:l,cantly higher need -deficiencies for these need levels than 
did micidle managers. Di ff erenoes in need defic.iencies .for the .social · 
and self-actualization -nee.de were not significant but were in the 
pi:-edicted dii:-ectic;m o.f increasing with eac.h succeedirtgly -lower manage-
ment level ,in the onanizat:tonal hierarc;hy. 
Porter (1962) in a mi.ich +arger study investigated the need defi:-
ciencies of five levels of management. The s~ple includes all levels 
of man..agement, fr.om first level supervisors to company presidents, in 
various sizes of cc;>mpanies throughout'the United States, The results 
of .this study indicated that need deficiencies increased -at each succeed-
ing. lower level· of mam;igement. · Similar findings have been reported by 
Haire, Ghiselli, and Porter (1963), Johnson and Marcum (1968•), Mitchell 
(1970), and Ivancevich (1969). 
Brown. (1972) using the Porter need deficiency instrument, researched 
the relatiop.ship of hierarchical position and job satisfaction of -school' 
administrators in Cal;ifornia. ije :tound a similarrelat.ionship te that 
defined by the Porter studies; however; the' relationship was not a 
"staircase" relationship, Principals and directors had similar patterns 
of satisfaction 1,md .received similar satisfaction from their positiom:i. 
Assistap.t superintenden,ts C1-nd superintendents were similar in their 
pattern of satisfaction ap.dwere significantly higher in total p.eeQ. 
satisfaction than principles and c;lirectors. Brown concluded -that ''a 
significant relationship e:dst;s between need .satis.fa.ction and job 
level" (p. 19). 
School Envi.ronment and Satisfaction 
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Trusty and Setg:j.ovanni (1966), using a modified "Need Sa,tisfacti©n 
Inventory" developed by Porter, investigated the need. satis.fa.ction of 
school teachers and adµlinistrators in a selected school sys.tern. To 
complete their study, they administered the!Lr inventory.to all the 
teacher~ and administrators., They compared adminis.trators '., high · 
school teachers', junior high ·teac[).ers' and elementary teacher$.' need 
deficiency scores by age, sex, e:Kpe.rience and role orientation. 
Data from their st·udy showed significant diffe:t;'ences in nee'd satis-
faction for profession~.1 role orientation. Junier high and E1enior h:Lgh 
teachers were signi:fio.antly,more dissatisfied than elementary teachers 
and administraters. Tqey found significant differences fo.r the higher 
o:rder needs of esteem, autonpmy ·and se·lf-actualization ef the four 
groups Utl,der study. AdminiF)trators were generally more satisfieq tha_n 
teachers in .all need areas except ·self-actualization .needs. Elementary 
teachers were more satisfied than junior high and senior high teachers. 
The self-esteem need satisfaction they received fro?l their school posi-
tion was the largest source of d:l.ssatisfaction among .teachers. 
Women teachers were generally more satisfied than men·· t.eachers. 
Lower need defic.iencies were observed for women teachers .than for men· 
teachers for all need levels except security needs. Significant differ-
ences by age group were repo.rted. Younger respondents (age 20-24) were 
more conc.erned with esteem needs while older teachers (age 45 and over) 
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emphasized elilteem, autonomy. and seJ,..f.;;actualizatiop, needs, The group of · 
respondentS between 25. and 34 report·ed the largest defi·q:Lencies ;for all· 
items in. the c:ategories of. esteem, autPnqmy and ~el:f .... actualization., 
Some doubt has been cast on .Trusty and Sergiovanni.' s .·findings. 
Haller (1967) has criM,ciz.ed .the study on the .. grounds. that.-1lhe--e,ample 
size and metliodelog;y ·make the finding51 subject .to question. He contends 
that the conditions foul'ld by Trusty and Serg;i.ovartni . cannot be genera-: · 
!bed beyond the sample populaden. Haller was also c:;:l;tic.al of their 
statist:t.cal metP.Pds a'Il:d .their .hypotheses; suppoeedly derived from 
Maslpw's motivati9ria;L thea:i;y. 
Trusty ·and. S~X'giovamii 's 'fil'!.i;iings, with relation to job sat:(.s..fa;c ... 
tion of. educators,: al:'e ·comparable to, the .NEA ·(1969) satis,~a·ct:ion study 
and Chase's: (1951) study of the facto-rs. of sat:!sfaction in teaching. 
These· atn,\dies ·.were concerned w;l:th the personal and s:l.,tuati<!lnal fac.to-rs 
related to teacher satisfaction. Sat;Lsfacti<;>n 'of adm:i.n;Lst:c:ators was 
net.included in,either of these two studies. 
The NEA st\,ldy f9\lnd. that -."teachers, as a group, .-have most job 
satisfaction traits. in cQmtnon with other. w.orkers.." Satisfactien with 
salary was found to improve with 'the age of the respondeµt. - Centrary. 
to Trusty and Serg\l.ovanni's :findings, older-;teachers were more.satisfied 
th!'J.tJ. younger .teachers. Marr;Led women t;:eache'rswete moJ;e satis£ied than 
men teacher.s. Single wqxnen teachers were, the most unhappy of all tea,ch-
ers in terms of -.their attitude toward. the school, job :and work !Gad •. 
Elem8-ntary teachers were mote sa~ist'ied than juni0:i:: high and senior 
high teacher~~ Age, .sex; and teaching level were found to have stJ:"ong 
infl;uence on teacher sia.tisfac:tion. 
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Chase (1951) ideritif:l;ed personal and situational differences con-
tributing to teacher satisfaction. He found similar satisfacti.on levels · 
based on sex, role orientation and years of teaching experience, Addi~ 
tionally, .Chase found that teachers who .. were rated. as superior by their · 
sup.erinte'ndents were more enth1,1siastic than those teachers rated below 
average. 
Chase identified eleven.situational factors which.related to teache'J;' 
satisfaction. These factors, by rank order,· are: 
1. Dynamic,and stimul;ating leadership by building 
principal 
2. Dynamic, and stimulating leadership by superintenelent . 
of schools 
3. Regular and active participation.in preparation of 
salary schedules 
4. Regular and active participation iP. making po;I.icy for 
grouping, promoticim, and control of pupils 
5. Regular and active part;i.cipation in curriculum making 
6. C;I.early defiµed and attainable aims and goals 
7, Good work of teachers is freely recognized 
8. Stimulating and helpful supervision 
9. Teaching .load is light' 
10. Amount of supervision ,is about right. 
11. Salary is comparatively good (p. 128, Table II). 
Findings from Trusty .and Sergiovanni 's study of teachers and 
adminis.trators, Brown's study of sc):loo! administratc;irs, Chase's 
study of situational factors related to teacher satisfaction and the 
general findings fro_J.U Porter's studies indicate that there a:re some 
conflicting results ari.d only partia],ly answered questions related to 
the hierarchial posi•tion and need satisfaction of professional school 
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empleyees. Porter'. s study found that. need satis.faction of managers 
increased as he examined each succe.eding level .of management. · Brown · 
did no.t find su~J;i a progressive relationship for school admin:l;strators, 
Instead, there were two. qistinct groups, principals and directo.rs, apd 
assistant superiptendents and superintendents, that_ .differed signifi-
cantly in neeCI 13atis.faction ., The relaticmship of decreasing ·.need 
deficiencies ,asi he exam;l.ned each succeedingly higher level .of management 
was appar!ant, but was not dgnificant fo,r all four levels of school 
management under study. 
Trusty apd Sergiovanni examined the relationship of a.ge, sex; job · 
experience and ro,le o:i;i,entation of teac:hets ;and· .administt:ators. Signi ... 
ficant difbrences were found for experience and need satisfaction. 
These. findings were similar to the general findings of Chase's st\idy 
and the NEA stuqy of sit'l.lat;l.onal factors rel.ated to job satisfacUon 
of teachers. There were diffe.rences in the three studies with rderence 
' ' I • < • , ,• 
to experience as a factor related to teacher satisfaction. Additionally, 
Chas.e identified eleven situational .factors related to teacher 
satisfaction. 
Sum~ry. 
Chapter two has .presented a review ·of the literature related to 
job satisfaction and. need sat;isfacticm of employees ano .of the factors, 
that have been re1ated to job satisfaction. A brief overview of organ-
izat;i.onal theory and job satisfaction, trad.itional satisfaction theory, 
Herzberg's two-factor theory and reviews of need-hierarchy studies 'and 
studies of the school environment and satisfaction of school employees 
have been presented. 
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More recent studies of job sat"is.f action have· focused on ... the moti-
vational theory of Maslow tha,t; emphasizes need satisfactioti. as a measure 
of job satisfactic;m. '.Chis investigative apprGach has been .successful 
in examining job sa.tisfaction among white collar work.ers, ·.clerical 
workers, managers .and prof ess;l.onally tra.ined employees,. Both, the . 
traditional theory and a need satisfaction theory have been operationa-
alized to investigate job sat:l,sfaction among teachers and school· 
administrat;ors. 
Satisfaction studies of s~hool teachers ap.d administrators have 
been conducted by numerous researche;t1'!:1, often with. con~lict:ing results. 
The findings of thes.e studies appear to be confounded by eµch variab.les 
as r0le orientation, age, sex, ·total years school experience., years 
experience in present position and 9chqol siz.e •. Chapter ·three will 
centinue with a .presenta1;ion .. of· the methods ancl procedures used. to 
complete .the study. 
Ca,APTER I II 
METHOD AND PROCEDURE 
Introduction 
This chapter will describe the research design used to develop the 
study and gather the data.for testing the hypotheses. Specifically, the 
chapter will describe the sample, the instrument used to measure the 
dependent variable, it;s developt)lent and administrative procedures. A 
description of the scoring procedures employed to obtain the data for 
an analysis of the hypotheses and a description of the statistical 
treatment of the data w~ll eonclude the chapter. 
Sampling Procedure 
To test the hypotheses presented in Chapter I, a sample of certified 
public school employees was; asl.<.ed to respond to the "School Personnel 
Satisfaction Inventory," The sample consisted of 504 professional 
level sc:r.hool emp;Loyees in Uvei levels of hierarchicaJ positions, whose 
personnel data card was on file in the State Department of Education. 
The :records in the data center of the State Department of Education 
include the name, county, school district, school and position of all 
certified public school employees. From these records, a random sample 
by position (professional role), was selected. The computerized random 
sampling procedure incorporated a table of random numbers which was used 
to select the specified number of participants from each of the five 
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hierarchical levels included in the study. To select; the superintem-
dents used in the study, a search of all available records for super-
intendents was made. Those superintendents.whose personnel·rec9rd 
number corresponded to the numbers from the table of random numbers 
were selected fq:r the study. This pr9cedure was used to select the 
subjects in the remainiqg fou~ organizational categories; assistant 
superintendents aP.d administ;rative assistants, principals, supervisors 
and teachers. 
The total sample inc1uded 240 administrators.and 264 teachers• The 
administ;rat;ors included si~ty subject$ in each of the four fqllowing 
hierarchical positions: superintendents, assistant superintendents and 
administrativ.e assistants, principals and supervisors. The assir;itant · 
superintendent and admin~strative assistant group was stratified to give 
an equal percentage representation to both assistant superintendents and 
administrative assistants in the popu;l.ation subgroups. The number of 
assistant: super:Lntendent:s and administrative ass;l.stants selected for 
the sample population was in proportion to their representation in the 
total population, The principal group was stratified to obtain·equal 
percentage representa'!;:io+i of elementary, junior high and high schoo;I.. 
principals. Of this stratifying technique, Van Dalen (1966, p. 299) 
says: 
r:roportional sampling enables one to achieve even greater 
representativeness in the sample. Tqis technique requires 
selection of µnits at random ftom each stratum in proportion 
t:o the actual size of the group in the population. Hence, 
if 10 percent of t;he vo'l;:ing population are collge gradu-
ates, 10 percent Qf t;he sample popµlation is taken from 
this stri:i.tum. 
The teacher sample included a. stratified sample of full-time kin-
dergarten, elementary, junior P.igh, high school and vocational teachers. 
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The population characteristic;. used to stratify the teache:i: sample was. 
the number of teachers in each of the population subgroups. To further 
insure the best represeµtat;ive:n,ess possible, the number of teachers 
selected from each strata was in proportion to the actual size of the 
stratum in the teacher population. 
The same random selection procec:l.ure used in selecting the adminis.,. 
trator group was used to select the teachers to be included in the sam-
ple, The teacher sample represented one percent of the total µumber of 
full-time kinderg~rten, elementary, junior high, high school and voca-
tional teacher$. 
Several classifications of professional level school employees were 
not included in the sample. Though records were available for county 
superintendents and assistant su,perintendents, these positions were 
excluded because their dual role made it impossible for them to be 
uniquely classified as either a teacher or in one of the four adminis-
trative positions. Counselors, nurses, census and attendance super-
visors, television teachers, psychologists and visiting teachers were 
also excluded because they do not generally perform a work role that 
can be considered as either a full-time teaching role or as an adminis-
trative role. 
Instrumentation 
The instrument that Wl'is administered to the sample population to 
determine the need satisfaction of professional school personnel was the 
"School, :Personnel Sat:t.sfaction J;nventory." This instrument was developed 
by revising the "Teacher Need Satisfaction Inventory" constructed by 
Thomas (1971). 
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Thomas' inventory w~s designed to measure need i;iatisfaction follow-
ing Maslow's (1954) hierarchy of needs construct; The inventory cpn ... 
tains 36 statements which measure need satisfacUon for safety needs, 
belongingness and love needs, esteem needs and self-actualization needs. 
A total need satisfaction scote is determined by add::l,ng the scores of 
~ach of the four subscal~s. 
The "Teacher Neeci Satisfaction Inventory'' is a self~admi.nistered 
questionnaire that requires appro:lCimately eighteen minutes to complete. 
Thomas determined that the instrument was valid for discriminating 
between satisfied and clissat:i.sfied teachers at the , 01 level. Reliabil-
ity for the instrument was determined by the "split-half" method and 
was 0.92. 
Satisfaction scores for each need level are detenitined by.having 
the suQjects 13-rrange the statements, :i,.n order of importance, on two 
scales: the Importance tQ Me Scale and the Importance to My School 
Scale. Each scale has a sc;.aled continuum thc;i.t r?nges f-;rom "more" 
important with a sea.led value Qf 100 to "less" important with a.scaled 
value of O. To p.l,ace a statement on a continuum, the subject is· 
instructed to draw a short~ horizontal line across the vertical con-
tinuum at the point whic;:h he feel.s represents the importance of the 
statement; This procedure is continued until, all items for each need 
level are arranged in order of importance on the Importance to Me Scale 
and the Importance to My School Scale. 
Each statement is scored by measuring the distance from the zero 
point on the continuum to the line drawn and numbered for each question. 
The distance from the zero point to the point of intersection on the 
continuum for each item was measured by use of a clear plastic rl)ler. 
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This distance was multiplied by a v;:i.h,ie of 1/16 inch is eq\,lal to one 
score point. If the measu+eddistance for statement numberone on the 
Importance to Me Scale was one and one-sixteenth inch, the statement 
would receive a tentative value of r:;eventeen points. Each respondent was 
required to rank each statement on both the Importance to Me Scale and 
the Importance to My School, Scale. Scoring procedures for the state-
ments were the same for both scales. Statement scores on· the Importance 
to My School Scale were subt'):'acted from the statement scores on the 
Importance to Me Sc;ale. The subtracted value was the sc,o:i;e. for that 
st;atement. It is possiblefor a statemimt to receive a p.egative score 
if the st;l;l.tement is given a higher rat::lng .on the Importance to My School 
Scal,e than on the Importance to Me Scale. 
Negative nume;t;"ical values for a questionnq.:i,.re item are disregarded 
in determining the need satbfaction score of the respon<lent. Thomas 
(1971) conceptualized nee<l satisfaction as the congruence of goal 
object strength and goal object satisfaction. A zero or negative value 
for any questionnaire item indicated that the respondent felt his needs 
were being met; therefore, the item d:td not serve as a motivator, Need 
deficiency scores were calculated to determine the extent, of unfulfiUed 
expectations. A high score was representative of unfulfilled needs and 
a dissatisfied teacher while a low score was re]>resentatj,ve·iff fulfill-
ment of expectations and a satisfied teacher. 
The "Teacher Need Satisfaction Inventory" provides .a measure to 
Cletermine a score for tota:J, need satisfaction and a need satisfaction 
score on four subtests: safety needs, belongingness and love needs, 
esteem needs and self-actualization needs. Total need satisfaction is 
determined by adding the difference scores for all thirty-six ( 
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questionnaire items. ':Che s1,1btest score for safety needs i13 determine~. 
by adding the dif f eren~e scores for questionnaire items one through 
twelve~ The subtest si:::.ore. for be.,longingness and love needs is deter-
mined by adding the d;Lfference scores for items thirteen through twenty ... 
two. The subtest score for esteem needs is determined by adding the 
difference scores for ques~ionnaire items twenty-three through thirty. 
The subtest score for se,l;f .. actualization needs is determined by.adding 
the difference scores for questionnaire .items thirty-:one.through thirty-
s;i.x. 
The "Teacher Need Sati$faction Inventory'' was revised by the inves-
tigator to make it more appl:i,cable to all levels of certified school 
pesonnel and to simplify adminhtration and scoring procedures. To 
make the instrument usable for all levels of school personnel, the 
wording of 24 of the 36 i tellJ.s was revised. 'l;his .revision coni;>iated of 
changing the word "tea,c,her" to "professional staff." The context pf 
the questionnaire statements was not changed. 
To make the instrurt\ent more readily self-administerable, the .method 
of responding to each questionnaire item was changed from the use of 
two continuums, to the use of a seven point scale for the Importance to 
Me Scale and for the Importance to My School Scale. This change was 
not viewed as damaging to the validity or rel.iability of the instrument 
as the context of the quest:ic:mnaire statements were not changed. 
The original inventory had a possible score for each item ranging 
ft:om 0 to 100. It has been shown by experimental research that this 
fine a screen for discrimination is not required and does not necessarily 
improve the obtained data. Miller (1956, p. 90) says: 
There is a clear and definite limit to. the accuracy with 
which we can identify absolutely the magnitude of a uni-
dimensional span Qf absolute judgment, and I maintain that 
foi- unid;i.mensicm-1 ju4gments this span iS usually somewhere 
in the neighborhood of seven. 
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With the revised instrument, "School Personnel Sa'tisfaction Inven-
tory," the subje~ts are instructed to respond to each questionnaire 
item by circling a number (0 through 7) that best describes the impor..,. 
tance of that statement to them on the Importance to Me Scale. They 
are also instructed to circle the number (O through.7) that best 
describes their perception of the importance of the item to their school 
on the Importance to My School Sc;:.ale. Each item is scored by subtract-. 
;i.ng the circled value on the ;tmportanGe to My Sc;:hool Scale from the. 
circled value on the Importance to Me Scale. 
This difference score is an indirect measure of the need deficien-
cies of the subjects. Indirect·measures of satisfaction have been 
found to be the .most .reliable measures of E;atisfaction (Special Task 
Force to the Secretary of Health, Education and Welfare, 1973, p~ 15). 
In Thomas' (1971) terminology, the need deficiency score is .the incon~ 
gruence between goal object strength and goal object satisfaction. 
The "School Personnel Satisfaction Inventory" was pilot tested with 
a group of public school teachers and administrators who were attending 
Oklahoma State University during the sunnner of 1972. The purpose of 
the pilot test was to determine if the revised instrument was a reliable 
measure of need satisfaction. 
The pilot group was composed of sifeteen.teachers and fourteen 
administrator£'?. All members of the pi;I.ot stud,y group were required to 
complete the questionnai:t:"e with only·the written .directions provided 
with the questionnaire. This requirement placed each participant in 
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the position of·responding to each item with only the written directions' 
to gµide him. 
Fi-om the results of admip.iater:lng the "School Pe+sonnel Satisfactio~ 
Inventory" to the pilot group, a reliability measure was calculated. 
The "split-hal;f'' method, using a Spearman rho correlation coefficient· 
for the odd and even numbered questions was determined to be 0.83. The 
Spearman-Brown fqrmµla (GuilfoI;"d, 1965) was used to correct for the 
reduced number of items inhe'J;'e.nt with the "split-half" method which 
resulted in a corrected l;'ealiability coeUicient of 0.91. Data related 
to· this measure of reliabil:l,ty are sµmmiarized in Table I. 
N 
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The "School Personnel Satisfaction Inventory'' was developed with 
parUcular emphai:;is given to ease of scoring. The subjects in the 
study were instructed to read each item and respond to the importance 
of each statement by circling a value of from 0 (low) through 7 (high) 
for each statement on the Importance to Me Scale and the Importance to 
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My School Scale. The s~ore for each statement is the difference between 
th.e circled values on the Impol;'tance to Me Scale minus the circled value 
on the Importanc.e.to My·School Scale, Negative values are disregarded 
as they show that the subject is receiving at least as muchsatisfaction 
as he expects; therefore, he bas no need deficiency for that.particular 
response item. Operationa;Lly, he is satisfied. 
To obtain a .total neec:l satisfac.tion sc.o+e, the subjec.t's response 
for each sto11tement was summed for each of the four.need levels examined 
by instrument statements. 'J:'hese need levels are: safety needs, belong-
ingness and love neec;is, esteem needs and self-actualization needi;. 
Administration of the Instrument 
Upon completing the selecti,;m of the sample for the stl.ldy; a packet 
~f materials, including the instrument, a letter of explanation and a 
return, self-.addressed envelope was mailed to each subjec;:t. The sub-
jects were asked to respond to the questionnaire and return the completed 
instrument .in the stamped; preaddressed, return envelope. 
This method of adminbtering the questionnaire had several advan-
tages. First, a much broader cross section of educators could be con-
tacted by this method. Second, the respondent received the instrument 
in his home or at his school. address and aould complete the question-
naire with a cert~in amount of confidence that his response would 
remain anonymous; Anop.yrnity of the respondent was assured in the cover 
letter. It wa$ felt that anonymity of response wou;t.d result in a more 
positive orientation toward the study and result in.more accurate 
responses to the questionnaire. Third, this type of administration 
provided an.opport1:,1.nity fo:ir ')::'espondipg to t;he instrt.lment st.;itement. 
withoµt any threat from loc;;al school pereonnel. 
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The most obvious disadvantage with this type of administration was · 
the lack, o;E cont'l:'ol that could be obtained j:o insure that all subjects 
.would respond to the questionndre. Although it was emphasized that 
responding to the questionnaire was importan1: to better understand the 
differences in need satisfaction of school personnel, 40.5 percent of 
the subjects d:i,d not respond. A second disadvantage was the use of 
standard instru<ftions for complet:i.,ng the qµestionnaire. Eighteen sub-
jects returned qu1:astionnaires that were not.properly completed and, 
therefore, were not usable. 
One month after the date of distributing the questionnaires, 59,5 
percent had. been retu;"neci. At this J?Oint it was decided by· the investi-
gator to sample a percentiage of· the ncm~respondents l;'ather ·than follow 
up on each non.-'l:'eapondent;.. This decision was made because of the poor 
results, for the amount of time and expemie involved; that typically. 
result from follow-up of mailed questionnaires. Worthen and Brzezinki 
0973, p. 117), after studying methods and techniques for improving 
responses to ma:i,.led questionnaires state that "ul;l.fortunately, there is 
no conclusi.v~ ev:i,.Q.ence that any· technique employed will be effective." 
A random sample of twenty-four non-respondents was se:I-ected to 
determine if there were biases in the respondent group. l'his sample 
was composed of three superintendents; three assistant superintendents, 
three principals, three superyisc;>rs and twelve teachers. Each non-
respondent was person~],ly contact;.ed by telephone to enlist his or her· 
support in completing the study. Those non-respondents who had lost 
or discarded theiJ; questionnaire were mailed an add;it;ional packet of 
tnaterbls. 
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A st:atii;itical procedure ut;iliz:i,ng a Mann-Mh;i.tney U stati$t:ical 
technique was used to determi'lle if t:he non-respcmdent group differed 
significantly from the respondent group on total need satisfaction as 
measured by the "School Personne:\, Satisfaction Inventory." The Mann~ 
Whitney U techn,ique is.appropriate for determining if two independent 
groups have been drawn from the same population (Siegel, 1956, p. 116). 
On the basis of these calculations, it was determined that the two 
samples differed s;l.gnificantly at; the ,04 level on total need satisfac-
tion mean group l;'anks, The non .... respondent group had a significantly 1 
lower mean rank fol;' toti;i.l sat;i.sfac1;ion than did the respondent group·. 
In.order to locate the source of pias in the respondent sample, a 
Mann~Wh,itney :U statistical technique was 1.1sed 1:9 detepnine which, if 
any, of the roean ranks of the resp9ndent and· non-respondent groups 
differed significantly fol:' each of the four subscalE\S on the."School 
Perscmnel Satisfaction Inventory." The mean ran~ of the n<;?n-respondent 
g:i:;oup was signiUcantly lower than the mean rank.of-the respondent 
group on.two subscales: esteem needs and belong:l,ngness and love needs. 
No significant diffe+ences were dete:rmined for the safety needs sub-
sqale and the ~elf-actualizing needs subscale. A summary of equiva-
lence checlcs between the respqndent a,nd non..,.rE\spc;mdent groups is shown 
in Table U. 
A Chi ... Square analysis of the distribution of the respondent and 
nop-respondent groups on six dem9graphic variables was cc:i,lculated to 
determine if ·the groups differed i;ignificantly. The demographic vari-
ables analyzec;l were: organizational position, age~ sex; tot"'!-1 years 
TABLE II 
A SUMMA.RY OF EQUIVALENCE CHEGKS BETWEEN 
RESPONDENT ,A.ND NON-RESPONDENt GROUPS 
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teaching experience, total years. experience in present pos;l..tion and 
school si~e. No significant d~fferences were found between the respon-
dent group and the non-respondent gro4p fqr any of the demographic. 
variables examined. A summary of the calculated Chi ... Squarevalues for 
each of the six demographic va;iableE! is shown in Table III. 
Statistical Treatment of the Data 
The Kruskal ... Wallis One-Way Analysis of Variance statistical tech-
nique with a Mann ... Whitney V follow~up was used to treat the data as 
arranged for testing the hypotheses. All data was analyzed using a 
computer library program ft"om the Computer Center, Oklahoma State 
University. 
According to Siegel (1956, p. 185) the Kruskal-Wallis One-Way 
Analysis of Variance ;Lia ~appropriate: 
... for deterinining if differences among samples si.gni.fy 
genuine population <;l.ifferences or whether they reprei:;en,t 
merely chance variations· sti,ch as are to be expected ameng 
several random samples frem the same pop·ulation. 
The assumptions underlying the use of the Kruskal-Wallis .technique 
reqti,ire that .the v;;i.riables unc;ler 13tudy have a continuous distdbutiop 
i:i.nd at leas.t an ordinal level of 111easurement. A continuously distr;l-
buted variable ;l..s defined by Haber (1967, p. 16) as a variable that 
has an unlimited number of intermediate values, the approximate value 
of wbiC:.h ranges from minus one-half unit of measure to plus one-half· 
4n;it of measure. Numerical values are regarded as being continuously 
distributed. 
An ordipal level of J!leasurement expresses an ordered relationship 
between· two or more classes or grc;>ups (ibid., p. 13). Ordinal measures 
indicate position rather than how much difference there is between 
TABLE III 
CHI-SQUARE ANALYSIS OF DEMOGRAPHIC CHARAC.TElUS',l';tCS 
OF RESPO~PENT AN:D NON-:QESPONDENT 
S.AMPL;E GROUPS 
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4 ... 11 Years 
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x2 = .042 
df = 2 
p <.98 
x2 = 3.04 
df = 2 
p <.30 
x2 = .195 
df = 1 
p < .70 
x2 = 2.16 
df = 2 
p < .70 
x2 = .271 
df = 1 
p < ! 70 
x2 = 5.27 
df = 2 
p < .10 
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groups. The present s1;:udy focuses on independent variables such as 
organizational position, age, sex, and years teaching experience. Vari..,. 
ables of this· type are oi-dinal in this study because they represent 
categories that give positional relationships rather than numerical, 
relationships. 
The Mann-Whitney U test is appropriate for testi,ng for significant 
differences between groups when the level of measure is at:: least ordinal. 
Of thb statistical technique~ Siegel (1956) says: 
This is one of the most. powerful of the nonparametric tests, 
and it'is a most useful alternative to the parametric! test 
when the researcher.wishes.to avoid the t·test's assumptiens" 
or when the meali11-1rement in the research Is weaker tnan inter-
val scaling. 
To test the .hypotheses, the Kruskal-'-Wallis statistic,:11 technique 
was used to determine if the sample groups came :l;rom the same population. 
The Mann-Whitney U statistical test was used as a follow-up to compare. 
each group with all other g'X.'oups in the sample on total need satisfac-
tion and each of the subscales of t:he "School :Personnel Satisfaction 
!i;wentory": safety needs, be~ongingness and love needs, esteem needs 
and self-actualization needs. 
Sul!lmary 
Chapter III has presented .;i.n overview of the sampling procedures, 
instrument development, scoring procedures, administration procedure!3, 
and statistica.1. treatment for tes1:ing the hypotheses. A total of 504 
Okl.;i.homa educators was randomly selected for the study. Of this group, 
59.5 percent responded to the "School Personnel Satisfaction Inventory." 
A bias check of non-respondents revealed that the respondent sample 
was biased. Non-respondents had a significantly lower mean rank on 
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Total Need Satisfaction and two of the four subscales: esteem needs and 
belongingnei;;s and ;Love needs. Analysis of the demographic characteris-
tics of the respondent and non-respondent groupi;; revealed no significant 
differences for organizational -position, ·age, sex, total years teaching 
experience, total yea:!:'s experience in present position and school size 
characteristics. 
The statistical techniques used to test the hypotheses were the 
Kruskal-Wallis One-Way Analysis of Variance, to determine if the sample 
group differed significantly from the popubtion, and a Mann-Whitney U 
statistical test .to identify differences between groups on Total Need 
Satisfaction and the four sub scales of the "School, Personnel Satisfac- · 
tion Inventory." Chapter· IV will contim;ie by focusing upon the findings 
of this study. 
CHAPTER IV 
PR,ESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA 
Introduction 
Befo.re reviewing .the findings as they relate to the hypothe$e13, it 
seems appropriate to remind the reader of the meaning of -high and low 
scores for need satisfaction as measured by the "School Personnel 
Satisfaction Inventory." A high score is indicative of low need satis-
faction while a low score is indicative of high need sat:i,.sfaction. High 
mean category ranks represent low group satisfactionwhereas, low cate-
gory .mean ranks represent high group satisfaction. 
Adhering to common practice, the writer indirectly accepted the 
alternate form.of the hypotoesis whenever such inferences were supported 
at the .05 level of significance. 
Tests of the Hypotheses 
Twelve hypotheses were tested for significant differences among 
groups by applying the Kruskal-Wallace One-Way Analysis of Variance 
statistical technique to the obtained data. A Mann-Whitney.!:!_ statis-
tical technique was applied a$ a follow-up examination of between 
category differences ·for the need levels measured by the "School Per-
sonnel Satisfaction Inventory." 
Significance levels were established at the .05 level; however, 
more significant levels were reported where justified. All analysis of 
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the data was performed by use of computer library pl;'ograms at Oklahoma 
State University. 
Hypothesis One 
There are no significant differences in the total need satisfaction 
of certified school personnel categorized according to hierarchical 
position categories. 
An analysis of differences among hierarchical position categories 
of certified school personnel for total need satisfaction resulted in an 
!! value of 66.87 which is significant at the .001 level. Therefore, the 
null hypothesis was.rejected and it was c:onc:j.uded that significant differ ... 
ences for total need eatbfaction .exist among hierarchica.l position 
categories of certified school personnel. 
Reference to Table IV ~eveals that the highest mean rank for certi-
fied school personnel categorized by hierarchical position for total 
need satisfaction was reported for the teacher category. The rank order·· 
of hierarchical position categories' mean ranks, from highest to lowest, 
was as follows: teacher category (176 .10), supervisor category, (161. 71), 
assistant superintendent category (109.39), superintendent category 
(99.94) and the principal category (74~21). 
Hypothesis Two 
There are no significant differences in any of the four need satis-
fact:!.on levels (Safety, Belongingness and Love, Esteem and Self-
Actualization) among hierarchical position categories of certified 
school personnel. 
There were significant differences at the .001 level of confidence 
among hierarchical position categories for all need levels. Therefore, 
the null hypothesis was reje~ted. Data analysis resulted in the follow-
ing !! values: safety needs, 60.96; belongingness and love needs, 43.64; 
TABLE rv-
COMPOSITE OF KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE MEAN RANK 
BETWEEN GROUPS FOR HIERARCHICAL POSITION CATEGORIES FOR TOTAL 























Safety Needs H = 60.96 df = 4 p < .001 
Belongingness Needs H = 43 ~ 64 df = 4 p <. 001 
Esteem Needs H = 55.31 df = 4 p < .001 
Self-Actualizing Needs H = 44.70 df = 4 p <,001 




114. 57 121. 77 
83.13 82.07 
164.76 153.75 










esteem needs, 55.31; and self-a<;:tuaJ,i:z;ation needs, 44.70. A composite 
of the mean :r:anks for each hierarch;Lcal pos;LUon category fo.r safety 
needs, belongingness and love needs, esteem needs, self~a~tuali:z;ation 
needs and total need sathfact;ion is presented in Table IV. 
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Data reported in Table IV indica~e that the highest mean rank for 
the superintendent and ass;Lstant superintendent categories was for self-
actualiiation needs. The principal category.had consis·tant mean ran~ings 
for all peed levels ranging from 81.67 for safety needs through 83.25 
for belongingness and love needs. Highest mean rank for the supervisor 
category was .for belongingness and love needs 'while the teachet cate-
gory's highest mean rank was for safet;y needs. 
Twenty-seven of the 40 category-to-category.comparisons by hierarch-
ical posit;!.cm for safety needs, belongingnese and love needs, esteem 
needs anQ. self-actualization needs resulted in ~ scores equal to or 
exceeding .1. 96. A Z sq.ore of 1. 96 is significant at the . 05 level of 
confidence. A composite of all category-to-category comparisons for 
each hierarchical position and for each of the four.need levels is 
reported in Table V. 
Differences between the categGry mean ranks were tested for signifi-
cance.. Significant differences were found between the superintendents 
category·. and the teacher and supervisor. categories for all. need levels. 
There were E!ignificant differences between the assistant superintencl,ent 
category.and the teacher category for all need levels. The assistant 
superintendent category.and the e;upervisor category differed for all 
need levels except self-actuali.zation needs. The assistant superinten-
dent category .and princ;Lpal category differed significantly for all 
need levels e~cept e;afety needs. The principal category differed 
TABLE V 
MANN-WHITNEY· U FOLJ.,,OW-.UP ANALYSIS· OF KRUSKAL-- · 
WALLIS DATA, Z SCORJi:.CONVERSIONl FOR 
HIERARCHICAL POSITION CATEGORIES 
Comparison Groups 
Need .Level Ass't 
and Groµp Supt, Principal Supervisor 
Safety Needs 
Sup er in tenden t .10 1.39 2.51* 
Assiatant Superintendent 1. 61 2.57* 
Principal 4.01** 
Supervisor 
Belongingness and Love Needs 
Superintendenj:· .84 1.37 3.l8** 
Assistant $1,lperintendent 2.39* 2.90** 
Principal 4.52** 
Supervisor 
Es te.em Needs 
Superintendent ,98 ,86 3;44** 
Assistant Superintendent 1.99* 2. 77** 
}>rincipal ·· 4. 25** 
Supervisor 
Self--Actuali.zation Needs 
Superintendent .81 1.92 2.23* 
Assistant Superintendent 2.44* 1.69 
Principal 3.65** 
Supervisor 
Total Need Satisfaction 
Superintendent .70 1. 70 3.30** 




p < .05 
** p < .01 























significantly from the .teacher and supervisor categories for all need 
levels and with the ass:i,stant supel;'intenden,t categQry for all need 
levels except safety needs. The supervisor category differed signifi-
cantly with the teacher category on safety needs. 
Reference to Figure 1 on page 59 reveals an informative graph of 
the mean rankings by hierarchical position for each need level. This 
graph indicates that .. there are basically three hierarchica.l position 
categories within· the school hierarchical structure with.reference to 
need satisfactions. The categories are: principals, superintendents 
and assistant supei:-intendents, and teac;hers and supervisors. The 
boundary lines between these categories are not clearly distinguished. 
When.examined closely, it can be seen that the principal category 
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was not significantly different from the superintendent category nor was 
the superintendent·ca~egory significantly different from the assistant 
superintendent category. Howeve;r, the assistant superintendent category 
was significantly different from the ·principal category except for 
safety needs. Within the teacher-supervisor group, t;herewas a signifi-
cant difference between mean ranks for safety needs. 
Hxpothesis Three 
There are no significant differences in the total need satisfaction 
of certified school.personnel categorized according to age• 
An analysis of differences among age categories of cerUfied school 
personnel for total need satisfaction resulted in an H value of 41.76 
which :Ls signific!ilnt at .the .ooi level. Therefore, the nuJ,.1, hypothesis 
was rejected and it was concluded that significant differences for total 
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Graphic Illustration o~ Composite Mann-Whitney U Follow-Up 
of Kruska!-Wallis One-Way Analysis of Variance Between 
Groups for Total Need Satisfaction and Subscales: Safety, 
Belongingness, Este~m, and Self-Actualization Needs for 
Hierarchical Position Categories 
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Reference to Table VI reveal~ that the highest mean ~ank for certi-
fied sch.col personnel eategor:l;zed by age fqr total 'Q.eed satisfac.tiori. was. 
reported for the 20-30 age category. Tl;le rank order ·of tP,e age cate-
gories' mean ranks, from highest te. lowest, wa$ as f ollews: 20.,..30 
(178.32), 31-40 (139.12), 41 ... 50 (124.23), 51-60 (113.79) and 61 years 
and above (68. 91) • 
H)'.;pothesis Foµr 
' 
Theta al;.'e no sigp.;f.ficaJ;I. t dif t'e~enceis · ;f.p. any o:e t;h.e four , need sa tb-
f action levels (Safety, Belongingness.and Love, Esteem and Self ... 
Actualization) among age gtoup eatego;i;oies of cert;!.fied ~chool 
personnel. 
TQ.ere we1;e significant·differences, at th.e .001 level of confidence, 
among age categories of eertified scho..ol pesonnel fer all need levels •. 
Thereforei the null hyp,othesis was rejected. Data analyE!is resulted in 
the ·foll·owing ! values: safety needs, 41.94; beiong:Lngness.-and l~ve · 
neE1ds, 19.45; esteem needs, 30.70; and self-actualiz~tion needs, 33.57. 
A composite of the mean ranks f91;' each aie.c1;1,tegoJ;"y.for safet:y- needs, 
belongingnees and love needs, esteem n,eec;l,s, i;;ie,lf ... actual;i.zat;ion needs and 
tatal need satisf~ct;l.on .is present;ed :l.n ·Table VI. . 
Data reported in Table.VI,in4icate that the highest mean rank for 
the ·20-~0 age categol!'y was for safety needs. T}le 31-40 age categqry's 
highest mean ran~ was for belong;Lngness and love needs. The:·41 .. 50 age 
. ' 
categOfY·'s highest .mean r,9.nk was for esteem.needs. 'J;he 51-60 and the. 
61 and above catego.ries' highest meat\ rank was-for belongingpess and 
love needs. 
Twenty-five of the 40 category-to-category compa.riSons by age 
groups for ,safety 'needs, 'l:>·elongingness and love needs, esteem neeCJ.i; and 
self-actualiz~~:J.on needs J;"esu:J.tecl in Z scores equal to or exceeding 1.96. 
TABLE·vr 
COMPOSITE OF KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE MEAN RANK 
BETWEEN GROUPS FOR AGE CATEGORIES FOR TOTAL NEED SATISFACTION 





2-0-30 Years 178. 50 164.47 
31-40 Years 142.84 146~88 
41-50 Years 122.42 127.06 
51-60 Years 110 .57 124.06 
61 Years and Above 72.00 87. 72 . 
Safety Needs H = 42.94 df = 4 p < .001 
Belongingness Needs H = 19 .45 df =. 4 p · <. 001 
Esteem Needs H = 30. 70 df = 4 p < .001 
Self-Actualization Needs H = 33.57 df = 4 p <.001 
























A Z score of 1.96 is significant a'C the .05 l,evel of ccmf:f,.dence. A 
composite of all category-to-cat:egoJ:y·cc:>mpa;r;Lsons for each age group and 
for each of the four need levels is presented in Table VXi. 
Differences between the category.mean ranks were tested for signifi-
cance, Significant differences were founq between the 20~30 age category 
and the 41-50 age category, 51-60 age category and the 61 and above age. 
category for all need !eve.le. The 20-30 age category differed signifi-
Clilontly from the 31 ... 40 age categc::>ry,for all need levels except belonging-
ness and love needs. S;l.gp.ifici:i.nt differences were found between all need 
levels whe-P. compar;l.ng the. 31..-40. age, category an4 the 61 and above age 
category.. Group comparisons between the ;n ... 40 age· c;ateg9ry and the 
51-60 age category resu:!.ted in a significant d:,i.fference fo:i; safet;y· 
needs. The 41 .... 50 age category diUet!ed significantly .with the 61 and 
above age categpJ;y.fo;r all need levels except belongingness and love 
needs, wher.eas the 61 and above. age ca'tiegory differed significantly . 
from.the 51-60 ,age category foX' !i!S'l;eem needs and selt'-actualiz;ation 
needs. 
Reviewing Figµx-e 4 op. page 6~ reveals a graph of the mean ranldngs 
by age categories for each need level. This graph indicates tqat there. 
are basically three age categories withi11 the school environment. with. 
reference to.total need satisfaction. These age categories are: 20~30, 
31-(>0 and 61 ;and above. The lines between these age categories are not 
cl,early defined for all need levels. There. is aP, over-lap between the 
61 an,d above age catego;ry.and tqe 31 ... 60 age category with reference to 
safety needs.and belongingness and love needs. Within the 31-60 age 
category there is a significant diffe;rence Qetween the 31--40 age cate-
g0ry and the 51-60 age.catego;ry f'or safety needs. The 20-30 age 
TABLE VII 
~ .. wH['l'NEY· V ~OLJ;.QW ... UP ANALYSIS OJ .KRUSKAL- · 




a.nd. Group 31-40 41-50 51 ... 60 
Years Years Yean 
Safety Neede · 
20.,.30. Years 2.61** 4.36** 4. 76*-* 
31-40 Yea.rs 1.35 2.00* 
41-50 Years .as 
51 .... 60 Years 
B~longingn.ess .and Lc;1:v~ Needs 
20 ... 30. Yean · 1.26 2.69** 2.81** 
31.;.40 Years 1.39 1.35. 
41•50Years • 37 
51-60 Years 
EE!teem·Needs 
20-30 Years 2,96** 3.0M* 3.68** 
31-40-Years .12 . .85 
41-50 Years .73 
51-60 Years . 
Self-Actualization Needs 
20.-30 Years 2.96** 3 .06.** 3.68** 
31.,.40 Years .12 ,85 
41-50 Years .73 
51-60-Years 
Total Need Defi.cieney 
20-30 Years 2.91** 4•15** 4.52** 
31-40·Years 1.01 1.59 
41-50 Years. .74 
51-60 Years · 
* p < ,05 
** p < .01 
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Graphic Illustration of CompositE;! Mfl.nn..-Whitney U Follow-Up 
of Krus~aJ,.-Wallb One~M~y Analysis of Variance Between 
Groups for Total NE;!ed Satisfaction and Subscales: Safety, 
Belongingness, Esteem, and Self-Actualization Needs for 
Age Categories 
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category merges with the 31 .. 60 age categox-y fo~ belongingness and love· 
needs. 
Hxpothesis Five 
Thel;'e al;'e no s~gnificant qifterences in the total need satisfact:!.on . 
of certifi.ed. school personnel categori~ed acci;,rd±ng to male and 
female categc;>ries. 
Analysis of differencel3 between male and·female categories of certi-. 
fied school perso~nel for total need, sa.tisfacUon resu;Lted in an !:!. val,ue 
of 30, 63 which is significant at the .• 001 level. Thetefo.re, the n1,1ll 
hypothesis was.;i;ejected and it was conclqded tha~ significant differences 
fo.r total need sat;:i.sfaction ex;ist between the male and female categories 
, of certified school petsonne~. 
Reference to 'l'able V+,;I:I ind:l,.oateE! that the ~ighest gtol.lp mean rank 
for certified school peiosonnel, categorized, as male or female, for total 
need. satisfaction was report;ed by the female· category whose. mean rank 
was 174.36. The male category!s meap. ro?.!1-k fo:i;- t;qtal need satisfaction 
was 119, 53. 
There are no s:i,gp.;i.ficant differences in any of the four need satis-
1 · · faction levels (Safety, Belong:i,ngness and Love, Esteem and Self-
Actl,lalizatio-o,) between mal,e and female categori~s of certified 
school personnel. 
There were i;ignificant: diffe;i:-el;lce$, .. at the .001 level of cqn:fidence, 
between male and femei.le categoriE\S of c:ertif;i,ed school personnel for all 
need levels. Therefore, the nql.;L hypothesis was rej ec t·ed. Data analysis 
:i:-esulted in the following !!. values: . safety neetj.s, 22. 35; belongingnes$ 
and love needs, 19.14; esteem needs, 29.18; and self-actua:)..ization needs, 
22.U. A composite of the mean rank.~ for the male and female categories 
/ 
TABLE VIII 
COMPOSITE OF KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE MEAN RANK . 
BETWEEN MALE AND FEMALE GROUP CATE£0RIES FOR TOTAL NEED 
SATISFACTION AND FOUR SUBSCALES OF THE SCHOOL 




Male· 122.75 124.16 
Female 169.55 167.44 
Safety Needs H = 22.35 df = 1 p < .001 
Belongingness Needs H = 19 .14 df = 1 p < .001 
Esteem Needs H = 29 .18 df = 1 p < .0-01 
Self-Actualization Needs H = 22.11 df = 1 p < .001 











for safety needs, belongingness and lQVEil ~eeds, est;eem needs, self-
actualization neec;J.s al').d t;ot;aJ,. need sa'l;isfaceian is pl;:'esel'lted in 
Table VIII. 
Data :l.n Table V:qI reveal that·t;he higheS:t mean rank for the male 
category was for belongingness and love neec;ls (124.16). Thehighest 
mean :rank for the female categaty was .fox: esteem needs (173.50). 
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Each of the five category .. ta.,..category comparisons bet;ween the male 
and female cat;egor:l.es for safety needs, belongingness and l.oveneed1;1, 
esteem needs and self .... actualizat:ion needs result:ed in.! scores equal to 
or exceeding 1. 96. A ! score of 1. 96 is sign:(.f icant at , the • 05 level. 
A comp.osite of a,ll catiagory,.,.t;c;i-category. comparisons for the male and 
femal.e cat;eger:l.es fc;n: each of the .four need levels is report~ in 
Table IX, 
D:l.,fferences between. t;he ca.tegory. mean :ranks were tested for 
signif:l.cance. 
~~. 
Significant diffet"encei:i .we:re fou11d between the ma,J..e 
/ 
and female ~ategories for all need levels, A gtaph of the mafe ·and 
female category mean ra,nJ;<.s.for each need level is presented in Figure 3 
on page 69. 
Scanning the SJ:aph i1;1 ;B'ig14re 3, one may observe t;hat.the male and 
!f ~male categpr:l,es are d;i.stinct groupa w:i,.th rehrence tp need satisfac-
tion, There was.a significant d;l.fhrence between the male and female 
catego~ies Q~ cert;lf;l,eQ. sal;l,901 pe+sonnel for·· all n1:1.ed levels. 
H;yeothesis Seven 
There are no $ign,if;i.,cant diUerences in the to.tal need i:iatiafaction . 
of certified school, p~rsonnel categorized accordi~g to total years 
school, experience. 
TABLE IX 
MA,NN~WllITNEY U FOLLOW-U~ ANALYSIS OF KRUSKAL~ 
WALtis. PATA, z scoRE co:NvERSioNl FOR 





Safety Need.a · 
Male 






Total Need Satisfaction 
Male.· 
























Self- Total Need 
Est;~em Actualizing Satisfacti.on 
. :, .~ 
GrapPi~ Illustration pf Cgmposite Mann-Whitney U Fo+low~Up 
of Krus~al.,..Wallis Qne-Way All~lysis of Variance :Between 
Groups for TQtal ~e~d Sati,Sfa~tion and Supscales: Safety, 
Bel.cmgiPiSJl.ess, :Fl;st:e~m, a~<i SeH-Actuali2:ation Needs for 
Male aqq F~ale Cat~gorie~ 
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AnalysiS of dUferences .among total years school experience cate ... 
gories ·of cert;:i.fied school personnel ·res~lted in an H value of 42.89 
wh:Lch is significant at the ,001 :j.evel. 'rherefo;i;'e, . tlie m~;l.1 hypothesis 
was rejected and it wa6i·concl\lded that sign:i.Ucant: differences for total 
need satisfaction e~ist among. total ye~rs school experience categories 
of certified school personnel. 
Reference t9 Table X indica.tes -that the higijest I\lean rank for certi-
fied school pe;sc.rnne1 catego:i;;l.ied by total years ecll,ool e~perience fo.r 
total nc;aed sat;ist·a~tiol:l was ·reportecl fQr the _ Q.,..3 yeai-s total sche>ol. 
expe;t:'ience category. 'l'he rank ordel;' tDf the . tota.l years schtDol e:icperi-
ence categories t11ean rimks, froJD. b,ighest. ta lowest:, wa,s. as follows: 
0-3 years (179.10)., _4 .. 7 Yee.rs 070.10), 12 years and above.(113.57) and 
8-11 years ·(94.30). 
Thet"e are no s:i,gn:f,ficant diffe:r;ences in-al!l:y of the four.need satis-
factiop, levels (Safety, Belong::lngn~ss·anQ. Loive, Est;eem anQ. Sll!lf-
Act:ualizat:ie>n) among tl:i:e to~al yea.rs .school experience categories 
of cert:i:fied scQool perso11ri.eL ' 
There wete s~gn;l.f:t.cant·ldiffer.ences, at _the .OOllevel of confidence, 
amQp.g tot;al years. sehl;)o:J,. f!Ji;Perienc~ cate.gQries of certified school per .. 
sonnel fo'I! al;L need levels. TheJ:"efore, tQ.e null hypot-Pes~s was J;:"ejected. 
Data analys:i,s -res~lted in.the follow:lng !! values: sahty needs, 47.21; 
belongingness and love. needs, 20, ,56; esteeJD. needs, .,33. 28.; and self-
actµalizat~on needs, 30.10. A composite ·of the mean ranks for each 
total years school experi.erj.ce category. .for .safety needs, -belonginglless 
and love '!le(l}ds, esteem nee9s, self .. actua,lizat;i.on :needs and tet11l need 
sati.sfaction is 'X'eported in Tflble x. 
TABLE X 
COMPOSITE OF KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE MEAN RANK BETWEEN 
GROUPS FOR TOTAL YEARS ·scHOOL EXPERIENCE.CATEGORIES FOR TOTAL NEED 
SATISFACTION AND FOUR SUBSCALES OF THE SCHOOL 


















Safety Needs H = 47.21 df = 3 p <.001 
Belongingness Needs H = 20.56 df = 3 p < .001 
Esteem Needs H = 33.28 df = 3 p < .001 
Self-Actualization Needs H = 30 .10 df = 3 p < . 001 




















Data teported in l'able X ind:l.cate-that·the highest mean rank for 
the 0~3 years school expet:l.ence category and the 4-7 ~ears school 
experience. category was for safety needs. Fl:l.ghest mean rank for the 
8-11 yeats school. experience category was fo;r self ... actualization .needs 
while the 12 years or more ~chool eJ<;per:l,ence cat;egory's highest mean 
rank was· for belong;f.ng'Q.eS!il and love ne·ec;ls. 
Sixteen of the 24 categoX'y ... to.,-c,;i.tegory comparis.cms by total year~ 
school experience catego:ries fol: isde.ty needs, belongingness and love 
nee<is, est~em nee<;l;s·and self .... actµ.al,i~ation needs X'esult:ed in~ scores 
equal to or exceedi,ng 1.96, A! i;;c"te of 1.96 is ~ignificant at the· 
.05 level of confidenc;:e. A composite o:l; all, category..-to-cat:egory. 
compari·i:;ons· fo~ each,· total years se.hool experience . category, and for 
each of the four p,eed levels is presented in Table XI, 
Differences between the mean. rai:i,ks were. tested· for significance. 
Significant differences wel:."e found between the Q.-3 years. total. school 
experience category and both the 8-11 years total school expeX'ience 
category and the 12 years and above category for all need levels. 
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A review of Figu:i;-e 4 cm -page· 74 reveals a graph of the mean rankings, 
by t<;>tal years schoo,l exper;i.ence categeries, for each Peed level. The 
data. in· the graph !Pd.icate that there are two population groups in 
the school enviil;'oµmept, with reference to nee¢! satisfaction, when 
certified s.c;!l:,lool persi;>n:nel are categorized ai;lcording .to total years 
school exper:J.ence, These groµps are: 0.-7 years total school experience 
and 8 years ,and above. '!'he boundaries between these two groups were 
clearly delineated. TheJ;:'e were signi,ficant differences between the two 
groups for all need levels. 
TABLF.; XI 
MAN'N .... WHITNF.;Y u FOtiow ... UP ANMYSIS OF KRU~;c<.A1 ... 
WAL~IS DAl'A, Z SCOR,ll: CONVERSIONl FO~ . 
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8-11 ·Years 
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Total Need Sa~isfaction 
0 ... 3 Years 
4-7 Years 
8.;.11 Years 
*p c:;:: .05 





















































Self~ Total Need 
Safety Belongingp.ess Esteem Actualiz~~g Satisfaction 
Graphi~ ~llusttation o~ Composite Mann-Whitney V Follow-Up 
of ~ru13k.;i.l"Walli~ One"Way A~alysis of Variance Between 
Groups f9r Total Need Sati~faction and Subscales: Safety, 
Belong:l,ngnei;;i;i, Esteem, ii!~d Self-Act~fll:i;zation Needs for 
Total Yean School :E~perien~e Gategor;i.es 
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The:t'e are no sign:ifican.t <:i;l.Ue;tienees in the tot;al need sat;isfacUQn 
of ·cert:Lfie.d schQol pe:rsonnel categ~r:l.ied aQC.Qrda.ng .to ·years of 
experience in present po$ition. 
Analysis of diUerep.ces ai;nong years of exper:Lenqe in present 
position categfi>ries of certiUe.d ac;hool pers(:l:nnel for total need. sa,tis ... 
~ac~;l.on resulted in an!!. value. of 14.68 wh:i,c;:.h is s;lgp.ifiqant at the .001 
level (!)£ cQnfid~nce. 'tberefote; -t;he null bypoth,iasb was reJect;ed and :it 
was cc:;>ncluded that;.significant: differences ·for total need satis;facticm 
a:i;;e present amo'Q.g yea.r,!S o~ expe:wienee :i,n.p:i:esent pos:it;iqn categQries of 
cettified school personnel. 
Re~.erence to Ta'Ple. XII :l.~dif;late~ . t;ha·t; .the P,:ighel!;lt ·mean rank for 
certi.fied $C.ho9l persQnnel, cate~c,:>r;iited by yelil-ts.of expei:-ience in present 
poistiQn for total neeQ. eat~sf~ct;l.on, -was ~eport;~!i l;>y. toe .0-3 ;years 
e~petience in present pe>s:l.t:lon 'categ~~y ~ The rap.k o;rqer of. ·the _years 
experience :l.tl p1"esent po$1t:~Qn ,cat;egofies, fre>m h~$hest- t:o lowest, was 
as follows:. 0-3 years (1,57.48), ·4"T'7 ye.a:i;-a·.(136.67), 12 yea~s or.m1;>';re. 
(112 •. 06) and 8-ll years .U0().26), 
There a;e .· ne> significant dU:fhafencE!ls. in A~Y of tbe four need 
satisfact;l..0n l.evels (Safety, Belao,ging~ess ,and +.e>ve., 'Esteem 
and S~lf .... Actl,J,.alization) · ~ong .yeal:'.s experience in. present .pQsi,tion. 
categorie~ ·o:f; cert:tfied. schQol personnel,-
There were significant differences,. at or beyqµd the .05 level of 
conf:l,.den;ce, amo:njl; yeat;'.s e;x;:per;4ence·ii;i. pfesent pos:i,tion categories of 
ce:i:-tif:l,.ed schQol, personnel for all ne_ed. levels. Therefore, the null 
hypothee:l.s was·reject;ed. Data. a.nal.ysb reaulted in t;he _following!! 
values.: · safety needs, l 7. 02; .'belong:l.n,gnes51 and ~ove, p.ee<is, 9. 25; esteem 
TABLE XII 
COMPOSITE OF KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE MEAN RANK 
BETWEEN GROUPS FOR YEARS IN PRESENT POSITION CATEGORIES FOR 
TOTAL NEED SATISFACTION AND FOUR SUBSCALES OF THE 



















.Belongingness N eec;ls H = 9 • 25 df = 3 p < • 05 
Esteem Needs H = 9 .~6 df = 3 p < .02 
Self-Actualizing Needs H = 9 .12 df = 3 p < .05 




















needs, 9.96; and self ... actuali;za1;:ion-needs,, 9~12. A qai:nposite of-the 
mean ra;qks fo'X' elilc:.h years experienc~ :I.ii p;esent; posit;f.on category for 
safety 11eeds,. bel.ongingness and l<;>ve nee4s, esteem need!:!, self-actuializa~ 
U~>n needs and total. need· sat:bfact:i,on is presented in Table XII. 
Data reported in 'l'ab;J.e XII :;Lnd:icate that.the highest mean rank for 
the 0-3 years ;1,.n pi:-esent poe;l,tion categq;i::ywas.fo~ s~fety needs. The 
highest Plean :rank for the 4-7 yeat·s experience ~n present position cate-
goi:-y was· for belo'lilg;i:pgness and· love needs, The 8-11 year experien<::e 
category's h;i.ghe~t; mean rapk was for este!Bm needs wQ.;Ue the_ 12 or .more, 
years experience ;l.n p;-esent positioll. c;:at~goiy'.s h:f.gheet mean rank was· 
for beloJ;tgingness and· ,;J,ove ne.ecls ,. 
Eight of the 24 c:ai:egory-tq .. cajegor:y cC>mpadeic,ms by years experienc.e 
in present po1d,tion catego:i:-ies for: safety nee~s1· beloingiri.gness .and love 
nef,!ds ,. ellilteem needs and self-ac~uali:uidon needs, resultll!d in ! ·scores 
equa,l to .or exc~ed.1.ng .i. 96. A Z sc:.ore. of 1. 96 is significant: at the 
..... 
• 05 le'V~l of conf:Lc:\eq.qe. A com,posit;e pf ·a,J,.l c~tego,ry ... to ... categpry com ... 
parisons for •acp years exp,r;Lence in prese;i.t·positio,n 'category·and for 
each .of the four need level& :Ls presentecl in. Table XIII. 
Difference$ between. the meaQ ra.nks were tested ·for signif:l;c.ance. 
Sig,nificant dif f.Ep:encee. were . fol,ln,Q, between the Q.;..3 years categcgy and 
the 12 years and above eategory'for all need levels except belongiµg-
nelils aQd love m!eds. The Q..,~ yea.;-s category d:f,.f :J;ered significantly 
from the 8-P year: categcn;y for al.1 need levels. The 4-7- years cate.gqry · 
d:tffered sig~:l.ficantly with the 8-11 years category for safety needs. 
Reviewing Figure 5 on pa_ge 7';) it can .be seen that. there are two 
identifiable grou,ps within the school environment when ce~tiUe.d sch_ool 
pEp;'sop,11el a;i:-e categorized accoirdin~ .to. yea:t's ex;perience in present 
'I.ABLE XIII 
MANN•WHITNEY U FOLLOW-UP ANALYSIS OF ~RUSKAL­
WALiIS DATA, Z SCORE CONVERSIONl FOR Y:EARS 
















0 .. 3 Years. 
4-7 Years 
a ... 11 Years 
'l'otal Need .Sat:i,sfac;.tion. 
0-3 Years 
4-7·Years 
a .... 11 Years 
*P < .05 ·. 
**p c:;: • 01 . 
Comparison Groups 
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• 9-11 YEARS 
. ,'' . 
Graphic Illustrati9n of Composite Mann-Whitney U Follow-Up 
of K:t;"usk~l .... Wallh One.,,.Way.Analysis of Va:rianc;.e Between 
G:t;'ol,lps for Total Ne~d Satis;fac;.t:i,on i;ind Subscales: Safety, 
Belongingness, Eeteem, and Self ... Actuali:i;ation Needs for 
Years in Present Position Categori~s 
position with reference to need satisfaction:. These Gategories were: 
0 ... 3 years experience in preseJ;).t posit:loµ an4 8 ... 11 yea.rs e~perience in 
p:i:;esent position, 'Ihe 4-7 yea:i:-s category is significantly .different 
from the 8 ... 11 years categot'y for safety need.~, put is not different 
from the 12 years and above categol\y nor the 0-3 yeal\S category•for 
safety needs •. For all other ne~d·levels s;l.gnificant differences.were 
found between the 0 ... 3 years experience in pt'esent position category· 
and the 8-ll yea;i:s category of experien,ce irt present postiop,. 
Hypothei;is Eleven· 
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'Ihere are· no signHican1;; diU~:rence!I ip the tee.al nee.cl sat;i.sfC1,ction 
of .. certified school pe;'s·onnel categorized ac;aord:i.ng to ·school size. 
An analysie of difference among school siz.e Ci\'ltegories of certified 
school personnel foi: total need sat;i$fact;ion res1,1lted in .;m H value of 
4.97 which was not significciint. The m~ll hypothesis was accepted and 
it ~as concluded that no significan1C differe'l;lces for tot;al need sat!$ ... 
faction exist among school size c;:ategories of cert:;ified scheol personnel. 
Data in Table XIV reveal that ~he j:dghest: meal;l rank for certified 
i;>chool persontiel categorized by school syst~m size :for total need 
satidaction was reported .. for the o ... J.QOO school systerm category. The 
ra'.Qk order.of school $ystem size categorbs' meaa. ranks, from hi.ghes;t to 
lowest,' was as fol:J,ows: 0-1000 (157,89), 1001-3000 <135.91), 5000 or 
mol:'e (134.48) and 3001-5000 (132.06), 
Hy2othesis Twelve 
There are no significant di,fbrencee ;in any of the four need satis-
faction levels (Safety, Be;l.ongingne,ss and Love, Esteem, and Self-
.Actualization) among school size categories .of certified school 
personnel. 
TABLE XIV 
COMPOSITE OF KRUSKAL-WALLIS ONE-WAY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE MEAN RANK 
BETWEEN GROUPS FOR SCHOOL SIZE CATEGORIES FOR TOTAL NEED 
SATISFACTION AND FOUR SUBSCALES OF THE SCHOOL . 





0-1000 Students 162.18 152 •. 71 
1001-3000 Students 137.11 136.93 
3001-5000 Students 129.57 138.79 
5000 Students or More 131.39 135.86 
Safety Needs H = 8.07 df = 3 p < .05 
Belongingness Needs H = 2.34 df = 3 p <.50 
Esteem Needs H = .98 df = 3 p < .90 
Self-,.Actualization Needs H = 7 .18 df .., 3 p < .10 





















There was a significant dif;ference, at the .05 ~evel e>f confidence, 
among school she cateSQr;Les of cei;-t;lf~ed sc,l:lool pe:i:-sqnnel for safety, 
needs •. 'Iherefore, tP.e m~ll hypothesie was·.rejectecl,~ Data. analysis 
resulted. in the foll,owing !!. values;. safety neli!ds, -,8.07; b.elong:l:ngness 
and love need·s, Z.34; esteerq. needs, 0.98 and self,...actua.lization needs, 
7. l8. A composite of the :Jllean . i-anks J0r each school siz.e category· for 
safety needs, 'belongingpess and love ·needs, esteem neeP,s, -self~ctual:lza.-
tiion needs and tptal need sat:!.sfa:-ction is ·rel'ort;ed in .-Tal>le XIV, 
Pat, report.ed in Table.XJ:V itldicate that t;Q.e highei;i~meap. rank for 
the 0-1000 and the. 1001-3000 school sys.tern size categories was fOr 
safety n~eds, 'l'he3001•5000 school system she category's highest' 
mean rank ·was for belop.gingness-. and love, ne~d$ while the SQ.00 e>r. more 
school system size cat~goiy' s h:i,ghes:C 'me~:p,. ·rank was. for esteem needs. 
Three of tl;i.e 20 categ0ry ... to ... categeJ;"y ·~ompa.:d:son.s by school system 
eize categories for safety .needs 1 be~cngingness and· love· needs, -esteem· 
needs and self ... a.ctuaiizatic:m .nec;ads resqJ,ted :ln Z .seoJ:"es equal to o:r, 
. . ...,. 
exc·eeding l. 96.. A ! score a~ l. 96 is -significant at the .05 level of 
confidence •. A compos:1, t;e of all CE!Lt;:egQJ:'y~to-category . compariaons. for 
each, school syst~m size ·category·aIJ,d each need level.is repol;'ted in 
Table xv. 
D:i,.fferences between.ti'le mean :i;:-anks·wei-e t~sted for-sigp.if:lcance. 
Si&nif icant difference$ t11ere found ;f e:r safety needs wnen cc;mipar:l,ng the 
the.0-1000 school system she .category ·w:f,th the 3001-5000 catego~y and 
the 5000 and ab~,we school system si;?:e -cate~ory for .safety needs,. There. 
was.also .a E?isnificant .differeµce when-comparing the 0-1000 school 
catego:i;:-y with the 5000 and above cat:ege>ry fo.r self--actua;Lizat:f.oh needs. 
TABLE XV 
' . -MANN-WHITNEY-U FOLLOW-UP ~AiYSIS- OF KRUSKAL-
WALLIS DATA, z SCORE CONVERs~oNl FOR 















































































Self~ Total Need 
Safe.ty Belongingness Est~em · A~tual~zing Satisfaction 
Graphic Illustr"ation of Composite Mann-Whitney U Follow-Up 
of Kruska1-Wall;i.s One-Way Analysis qf Variance Between 
Groups for Total Need Satisfaction i:tnd Subscales: Safety, 
Belongingness, Esteem, and Self-Actµalization Needs for 
School Size Categories 
Reviewins Figure 6 on page e4 it can l>e seen t}\a·t t;.here is one 
identif:l.able category 'Within. th¢ school enyii;ionment;. ,when .certified 
school personnel are cat,egorbed accordil'l.g to.school, E!iZe fo-,;; need 
satisfaction. There are significant. dif;fe.rences.for safety -needs and 
se;l.f-act-~alizatiori. needs when copiparing the 0-1000 size category with' 
the 5000 and above categQry and when ce>mpating the 0-1000 school 
c;:ategory.with·the 3001-5000 sc;:hool'categery'foJ;' safety P.eeds. 
Summary.· 
Chap tel;' fo.ur has pX'esented tli.e ·findings of .the study •.. All hypor-
tbeses eJi;cept hypothesis eleven were 'l:'e·jected at the·· .as level of 
confidence. Siglilificant ·differenees -were foun;d among h;Letarchical 
positiop. categori-es fo,t' total nee.d sati,isfa~tbn and for .each. of· the 
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subscales of .the "School Personnel Sal;isfa.ction Inventory."· There were 
three iden,t;i.fial>le groups with:l.n, .th~ -h~erarchical position categQries 
in terms of need sat.isfaction. 
sample populatio~ for total need satis$ac.tiol'). and for each of the .sup-. 
seal.es of the "School }'ersonn.el Sati·s~ac:.tiori Inventory •. '' ·. The:J:"e were 
thtee ident:;i.fiable a~e population groups within the samp,le.population. 
Sign:i,ficant differences 'wete found, fer ·al;L ne~d. ;Leve;Ls· measur.ed 
by the "School Personnel Sat:t.sf aot;Lein Inve~tory" ·when oomparcing the 
male and female ca.~egorie$ ~t' th~ sample popµlation. The female ca,te- . 
gory~s -mean r1;1.nk wa~ significantly ·.higher tl).an .the m~le categoryls ,mean· 
rank ·for all need levels and for total ·need sat;f,,sfaction. 
·-
SignifiGant. diffex-enc.es ~n t:~taJ,. .pee,d sat;isfact;ion and for each. of 
the siJbscales of the "Schoo+ Perscmnel· Satbfactiqn ,~nventory" were 
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found among the categories of the sample population categorized by·total 
years teaching e:icperience. Based on,tqe comparisons of total years 
teaching experience categories, two pqpulatiqns were identifiable within. 
the sample pop4lation with reference to total need satisfact:ton-and 
the four need levels measured by the."School Personnel Satisfaction 
Inventol;'y." 
Comparisons of·the mean. ranks of categories of schoolperscmnel 
•• categorized by total years expe:rience in present position resulted in 
significant differences among categories for total need satisfaction and 
for each of the need levels measured by the "School Person,nel Satisfac-, 
tion Inventory." Two to.tal experience categories were ic:lentifiable in 
the sample population. 
Examinatio1;1 of the sample population, categorized ipto school system 
size·categories, resulted in po significant difference in total need, 
satisfaction among categories, Significant clifferences among school 
system sbe .categories were fp1,lnd between the 0 ... 1000 sc.hool category 
and the 5000 above school C.lfltegory ·for safety needs. and for self-
actua.:t.ization need$. In terms of tota:). need satbfaction, there was.one 
school system size category in the sai:µple population. For .safety needs 
and self-actualization nee-ds, there were two school size categories. 
Chapter five will continue with a summary, conclusions, and 
recommendat:i,.ons of the present study. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENPATIONS 
The purpose of the present study was to investigate the differences 
in need satisfaction of five levels of certified school personnel cate-
gorized according to hierarchical position. The study also examined the 
differences in need satisfaction of certified school personnel categor-
ized by age, sex, total years teaching experience, years experience in 
present position and school size. 
A random sample of 504 educators in five hierarchical positions in 
Oklahoma public schools was selected, The sample included; 60 super-
intendents, 60 assistant superintendents and administrative assistants, 
60 principal$, 60 superviors and 264 teachers. A copy qf "School 
Personnel Satisfaction Inventory" was maiJ.ed to each of the sample 
subjects, along with directions for completing the instrument and a 
self-addressed, stamped envelope. 
Fifty-nine percent of the sample returned the questionnaire within 
a one-month period. A rap.dam sample of 24 non-respondents to the 
original "mail.out" was contacted by phone to enlist their support in 
completing the questionnaire to conduct eqµivalence checks between 
respondent and non .... respondent groups. 
A Mann-Whitney Q. test was applied to the data from the respondent 
and non-respondent groups and it was determined that the groups differed 
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significantly for total need satisfaction, esteem nee9s, and belonging-
ness and love needs. 
A Chi-Square analysis of si~ characteristics of .the· respondent and 
non-respondent groups was completed to further deteni;i.ine- their equiva-
lence. No significant differences between the respondent:and non~ 
responde;nt groups were found .for hiera.rchical position-,. age, sex, total 
years school e~pedence, t:otal yea:i:-s experience in present pos:i,J;ion and 
school size. 
To test the hypotheses, the .sample subject;s were catego:i:-ized accord-
ing to hierarchical positiqn, age, se:x!, total years teaching experience,. 
years experience in present positiqn anc;i school si:z;e. The Krµskc;il-
Wallace One-Way Analysis of Variance, with a Mann~Whitney Q. follow-up, 
was applied to the data to determine the acceptability of ·.the hypotheses. 
Two tailed tests of significance, .at the . 05 leve.i, were· used throughout 
the study. The findings are summarized as follows: 
1. There was a signifi·cant difhrence among .-1).ierarchical position . 
categories of certified school personnel-fot:.total need satis.-
faction. 'I'he principal category ·was. the mos·t-.satisfi·ed 
followed by the superintendent group, assistant.<superintendent 
group, supervisor group, and teacher group. 
2. There were significant differences amq:ing.-hie;rarchical position 
categories of certified school personnel for safety need13, 
belongingness .and love needs, esteem needs .and seilf,..actualiza-
tion needs. With refe:i:-ence to m~ed satisfaction, . three. hier-
archical position ca;tegor:i,es emerged from the sample population. 
These. categories were: teachers and superviso.rs, assistant 
superintendents and superintendents and principals. 
3. There were significant differ enc es among_ age,,categ9ries of 
certified school per$onnel fo;i:- total :need satisfaction. As 
age increased, total need satisfact;ion.inc:reas-ed. 
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4. There were signi:Ucant differences among -age,.aa.tegories of 
certified school personnel for safety needs~~,·helengingness and 
love needs, esteem needs and, self-a.ctua1;i.zat4;on,-,needa, Each 
succeedingly older age category·was more satisfied for all 
need levels. With refe.rence to need satisfaction, three 
age categories emerged from the sample population. 'l'hese 
categories were: 20-30 years, 31-60 and-61 and above. 
5. There was a significant difference between .the male and female 
categories of certified school personnel for total need satis-
faction. The female group. m~s more dissati#i.ed than the male 
group. 
6. There were significant differences among -male: and female cate-. 
gories of . certified school pers-c;mnel for saf.ety needs, belong-
ingness and love needs, esteem. need.s and selfi'"':actualb!ition 
needs. The female category WSE! µi.ore dissatisfied fo.r all need 
levelS than was· the male category. 
7, There was a significant difference among-the-.total years school 
experience catego:i:-;i.es of certified schooLperso.hnel for total 
need satisfaction.. The most Sl;!.tisfied total. years experience 
category was the 8-11 year category while the least satisfied 
was the 0-3 year category. 
8. There were significant .differences among total -years experience 
categories of certified school peraonnel-forsafety needs, 
esteem ).leeds, belongingness and love needs, esteem needs and 
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self-actualizatio.n needs. Satisfaction for each need level 
increased with each succeedingly more experienced.· category of . 
certified schoo.1 personnel except for the .. ].2".yea~s or more 
experience category. With reference to. need-,s.e.tiisfaction, two 
total exper:J.ence categoties emergeCI from-the-sample.population. 
These categories were~ 
above. 
0~7 years experience and 8 years and 
·, . 
. . . . -·:: ·:. -~ < 
9. There was a· significan.t. difference among years experience in 
present position categories of certified school personnel for 
total need satis.faction. The most dissatisfied category was 
the 0-3 yea:i:s expedence category while the .most .satisfied was 
the 8-11 year category, 
10. There were significant differences ·among-years in present posi-
tion categories of school personnel for safety ~eeds, belonging-
ness and love needs, esteem needs and self~aot:.ualization needs,. 
With reference to need satisfactions, two categories emerged 
from the sample population, These categories,were 0-3 years 
and 8 years and above. The 4-7 years catego~y was not signifi-
cantly different from tl;le 0-3 years category.or the 12 years 
and above category for any need levels. 
11. There was no significant difference among.school size categories 
of certified school. pereonnel fo.r totaL-need .. satisfaC!';tion. 
There was some tendency for professional staff in smaller school 
systems to be more.dissatisfied than professional staff in 
larger school systems. 
12. There was a significant difference among school -size categories 
of certified school.personnel for safety needs. No significant 
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differences were found for belongingness and love. needs,,., .. esteem needs 
and 1:1elf .. actual.iZation .needs. ·One sch,ool si:z:e categot:y·.,emerged ·for 
belongingness and love needs, .esteem needs ~nd, self-actualization needs. 
made: 
·Recomm:endat_ions 
As a result pf :the present study the· following recc:mµnendatioJ1s are 
1. Additional research -should be init1ated to furt;her establish . 
reliabi:J.ity and validity ,of ,the "School l?ers.onnel.· Satisfaction 
Inventory.'' Although tj:le rel.iab;Uit;y 'reported for the inven~ 
tory ·was established and con~idered acceptable·,· it must be . 
recognized that the reliability .coeff:l,cient·was establishe.4 
with a small group of ·teacbe:t;:"s and adm:i.nist~ators •. The validity 
of the .instrument ·in measuri·ng need sat.isfaq.tion of school 
administrato;s has. not yet been e51tabl.ished:. ·The ,instrument. 
was developed by revision of selected items ;ln "'rhe Teacher 
Need Satisfaction Inventory,"· whith had.acceptable conlj!truc;:t 
validity ·baf;!ed on teacher. groups. The validity of the instru-
ment, to measure need satisfaction .of administrators, should 
be investigated fur.the:c: to dete.rm;i.ne the .. ·ql,l~lit.-y. o.f .. the in_stru-
ment ~- Factor analysiia tecqniqu~s, usi.ng. tbe-,abtrained data. from 
the.present study, might ·be enlightening, 
2. It is recomm~nded that the .preae'Q.t study be.replicated. Non-
equivalence of response by -respondent and -no.n~respondent groups 
seriously limits •the gepe·ralizability of the:_·results of the. 
present study, The source of bias should .be·. identif~ed through 
a more controlled study. The obtained results .may be clouded by 
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dissatisf:l,ed school personnel more readily,-~espond!ng· to the· 
instrume:p.t as a. means of "venting" their dissia·tlisfaation,. while. 
satisfied school perscmnel feel no obligation to complete the· 
instrument. 
3. The present study was. sotnewhat broad ai:id.-explotat-ery. in. desig.n 
in that it attempted to determi-p.e diffe:i.enees;.111:,need satis-: 
faction .across hie.rarchical levels. Additii:mafl~,study, is ·neeqed 
within each hierarchical level to determ.inao.·~thed:.eJ.ationship 
of environll\ental, persotial and.org~nizational characteristics 
to need satisfaction •. 
4. It is recommended- that reseal;'cl} be init:i;ated,.to iqep.tify more. 
factors within the school environment tha~.~a:t:e related to the . 
various .need levels ·of t}ie ''Sc:hool Per.sonnel Satisfaction 
Inventory."·. Additionally, the four subscales -shou.ld be equated 
in ~erms of total possible ·score for .more ,·meaningful compa:rbons 
of need satisfaction .'between need levels •. · · · 
5. Reaea+ch is needed to dete·rmine if diffei;enaes in need satis- . 
facti.on within specific levels of school personnel are identi,.. 
f iable, Comparison of responses to the> ''School: -Per.sonnel 
'' : ' 
Satisfaction Inv.e:ntory" of elemen.tary teache·;i;s, middle-school 
teachers, junior high teacher!:!, an4 "high school .teachers would 
provide valuable data related.to need satisfactiqn of.school 
personnel. 
6. .It is recommended that the .need. satisfaction .af school person-
nel in different types ·'Of ·school settings •be.-investiga.ted. 
The need. satis.factio'n of ·ad!:ninistra.tors and ·teachers· in :private 
schools, business scho.ols and vocational scho.ols should be 
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assessed to determine i! there are significant-differences in 
need satisfaction among these· groups of certified.school per-
sonnel and if the concept of need satisfaction is applicable to 
all types of school settings. 
7. Research relating to·the relationship of organizational, charac-
teristics and need satisfaction should be initiated. Need 
satisfaction may be related to such organizational character-
istics as leadership styles, pupil control-ideology, militancy 
of the staff or climate of the school. 
8. It is recommended that the "School Personnel Satisfaction Inven-
tory" be adapted fot examining the need 13atisfaction of popu-
lations outside the school .environment;:. It should be determined 
if the instrument is a useful tool for measuiring need satisfac ... 
tion of professionally .trained personnel in other occupational 
areas such as health occupations, university, and. college pro-
fes.sors, municipal and· state level, gove.rnmen~al administrative 
employees,. social workers and adminis·trative personnel in 
business i:tnd industry. 
Conclusions and Implications 
The design of the present study prohibits the establishment of 
cal,ll3e and effect· rel,ationsh,ips ;i.n the findings of the research study. 
Therefore, cause and effect should not be implied. The, reader is cau..,. 
tioned that he should be aware of this limitation when rev;i.ewing the 
conclusions and implications of the study. The following conclusions 
were derived from the stt.idy. 
1. The hierarchy of needs concept, as operationally defined, 
appears to be an appropriate indicator of job satisfacation 
for certified school personnel. 
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2. Individual need satisfaction tends to increase with hierarchical 
position, age, years of school experience and years experience 
in present position. It may be that needs which tend to 
motivate change over time from the lower order needs for safety 
and security to the higher·order needs for esteem and self-
actualization. 
3. With respect to need satisfaction, three hierarchical position 
populations were identified within the sc.hool environment. 
Ranging from more satisfied to less satisfied, those popula-
tions were principals, assistant superintendents, and super-
intendents, and teachers and supervisors .• 
4. Administrators consistently perceived themselves as more satis-
fied for all need levels than did teachers and supervisors. 
Once again, :the findings of the study appear to give evidence that 
the hierarchy of needs concept i~ an appropriate measure of job satis-
faction for certified school personnel. The total need- satisf q.ction 
score and the scores for the subscales of the "SchoolPersonnel Satis-
faction Inventory" provide usable measures of the degree to which the 
expectations of school emp;I.oyees are being met within the school 
environment. 
The more practical implications of the findings of the study are 
in the area of personnel policy development and administration. First, 
to the school boards and administrators who are concerned with the 
morale of their staffs, the need satisfaction concept proviQ.es a method 
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by which employee moral,~ can be assessed. Such measurement can provide · 
the framewoJ;"k fol::' dete:t:miping possible strengths and.·we.-k,nesses 'in. 
present environmental conditi~ns that aontriqute. to. :employee morale, 
Second, personnel policies that contribute to the. safety., and .. secu,ri ty . 
needs of the p.ro.fessi6nal staff will no.t be as eff-ect~ve: with th.e pi.rin-
cipals and su:perintendent aIJ,d·assistant superintendent<hevel,.pe;-sonnel 
as with the teacher an.d · supervis0ry personnel. Conversely, policies · 
that provide more opp.o;rt.·unities for esteem and 1:1elf""'a,qtualization will 
be more effective with the principals, assistantsuperintend,ents and 
!;!U;peri'ntendents and less effective with the teachers and supervisors, 
Policies :that would provide for belongingness and ·leve needs appear t.o 
be the most appropriate. for improving employee morale at all levels. 
There is suppott. for opening up ~he opportt,ini ties .. ·fo;r advancement . 
within a given system. More aven~es for advancement-of lower level 
emplo~ees shouid be effective in increasing morale at the.lower end 
of the organizational hierarchy. 
There are implications for :management with reference to negotiating 
with teacher and admin!s.t;rative groups over the. conditio.ns cif work. 
Salary anc1 fringe benefit indlic~ments W:ill be more.productive with the 
supervisor and tea~her level personnel while partidpativemanagement 
apd de~ision makipg wou;I;d be more· .productive with the, -principals, 
superintendents and assistant superintendents, 
The conclusions of the study have strong implicat:,;Lons.with reference 
to teacher .evaluation and supe:rvisiori. It would appear.-that, more direct 
evaluation by the supervise;-.. woulc;l be more effective. ·than. evaluaticm by, 
the school administration. It is specu:J,ated that teachers would more 
readily accept the evaluation, qf a ~upervisor and, in turn~ the work 
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activities ·of the supervisor wotild be eµlarged to pr;o:v::l.de .. growth 
opport1,1niUes ·in tepns o:f dec:l.shn i:naking and act;ive partic;l.pat:l.on wit'hin 
the organizat;l.onal str.uct;ure. 
The implications of the stt!.dy hav.e meaning fot.-the;:.p~esent organ;l..za-. 
tional struc;t:ure of pu,blic schools. P:i:;esent organizatii:mal .structures 
do pot provide sufficient opportup.it:l.es for professional growth and 
:i,ndividual self ... actualization. This is espec:(.ally tr.ue with reference 
to certifie<;l teacheJ;'s and supervisol:'s. More opportunities for vertical 
advancement of teachers. and supervisors should beprovidedwil:hin the 
h;l.e+archical structure of p'l.lbJ.ic schools, A separate,hie:rarchy, as 
suggested by Trusty and Se:tg.iovanni .(1966), based on: professional 
training and teaching .ski.:)..],s, is needed for those teach~rs and super~ 
visors ·who .do not w;l.sh to fallow t)le. conventional -path to pronioti,on by 
~eaving the classrooll). and going intq scho.ol administration. 
Though more def::lnitive. anS1wers may awia;t.t. 8reater .. depth. of. research, 
the present study ha,s. a,t. least opened a door. :1,.nto' the .. realtn of linking 
bureaucratic structure. t~. the. individual needs~·of: organizational part:i,-
cipants. Furth.er fruitful. inqµi;ry shoul,d. be. accomplished,. but .the use-
fulness of the$e concepts. are. apparent in th:i,:p,king .about organirz;ations .. 
If people a;-e to live (;lnd be productive in the~ergan;i,.zational setting, 
. ' . 
attention .must. pe 1;h;awn to these tju;l.tters whil.e both theory and praC:ti.ce 
m~st be ~dvanced. 
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SlO S. Orchard .. Lane 
S til,lwa ter, Okla~oma 7 40 7 4 
February 23, 1973 
As a pa"J:'t of researc.h under way ;!.n ed\.lcat;icma:.i admin,ist,.ratiQn at Okla-
homa State Unive'J!'sity, we are st;udy.ing .the di.fferences .in organ;i.Zational 
posit:lc;m and need sa1:isfaction <;Jf profes!ilional schooL employees in. 
Oklahoma. Tp. complete the s,t\,ld,.y -a randqm sa~ple. of pl)'ofessi.onal. educa-
tors including t;eachers, principals,..·- superviE!ors, c:;ooi;dina.tor.s, a,ssistant 
superintendents, acimi,nistr.a.tive .assis;tantss, and supe;i;intendents have· 
been chosen from the personnel recor<:\s at the Data Cei+ter, State Depa,rt-
menf of Edu~ation, Oklahoma City, Oklalioma. Your P,ame is included in 
thii;i statewide sample. 
:i; wau.1-d like te. request that yolJ. complete tbe encfosed questio1:maire 
and return ;l.t;.·to 1:11e ip the stamped, .return envelope provided for.:your 
convenience. c'ro complefe t;he q~estio,n,nai,re will require twenty minutes 
or less of your t;lme. 
Let me assure yol.,1 that a),l resp.ans.es .which you make to the questionnaire 
will rema;i.n confidential· . NehhE;!.r .you nor your sc;hoo:J.,,:will be id,enti-
fied during .this st'l,ldy or 'in .the .. wr;i,ttG1n .. results; therefore, please 
feel free to express yQur percept;i.oni; of the statements that comP,rise 
this q\lestionna.ire. 
Thank you w~ry muc:;h ~o'( giv·ing your time. to th:i,s stl!-dy. YQur .. q1,1estion-
n,aire respori.ses are s::l.ncere1y app;reciated and will ccmtr;tbute. to. a 
be~:ter u,nde'l;'standing of t'Qe difference~ in need sat.isfaction. of. profes-
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Research Project 
Dr. KeP:neth St. Cla:l,r. 
Project Coo:r:dinator · 
BIOGRAPHICAL DATA: (circ1e .the characteJ;"i,,st;.lcs be.l,ow whi.cb. best. 








Total years e;icper~enc;e as an .ed,ucat9r: 
0-;3 Yrs. 
4-7 Yr1;1. 
8-11 Yrs •. 
12 Yrs. and above. 
Present po.sition: · 
Elementary t.eacher 
Ju!li·ot h:l.gh te-e.cher · 
High school teacher 
Elementary princ,::f,.pal 
Junior high pr-ihcipal 





Other job t:i.tle. (Specify), 




12 Yrs ~ and above . 
Appro~imate nun1b~r of stud,erits in .school. system: 
0-1000 






SCHOOL PERSONNEL SATISFACTION INVENTORY 
This questionnaire is designed to measure certain factors of the school which 
are considered important in satisfying the personal needs of professional 
personnel. 
Directions: 
1. Your task, as a respondent to this questionnaire, is that of rc;iting given statements 
on two scales. These scales are designed to reflect your view of the importance 
of the given statements, ranging them from a low value of one, to a high value 
of seven. 
2. Each of the given statements will be placed on two scales: the "Importance 
to Me" scale, and the "Importance to My School" scale. 
A. The "Importance to Me" scale represents the importance of each statement 
as it pertains to you personally. How important is the statement to you? 
B. The "Importance to My School" scale represents the importance of each 
statement as you see your ·school ·placing value upon it. For example, if 
the statement reads, "To have clear school policies," and you see your 
school's policies as being vague, you should indicate that this factor is not 
valued to a great extent by your school. Thus, it should be rated toward 
the low end (one) of the. scale. The exact rating is your decision, but 
remember that if you view the school as not placing importance on the 
item, you should rate it low; or, if you view the school as valuing that 
item, you rate it higher with seven being the highest possible rating. (Note: 
Here you must arrange the statements on the scale AS YOU SEE THE 
SITUATION TO BE, NOT AS YOU FEEL IT SHOULD BE.) 
EXAMPLE: 
STATEMENTS 
1. Larger Salaries 
2. Shorter Work Week 






To My School 
Low__..High 
2 3 4 5 aG) G)2 3 4 s a 7 
2 3@5 6 7 2 3 4@6 7 
2@4 5 6 7 1 2@4 5 6 7 
The example above indicates that larger salaries ( 1.) are very important to me, but my 
school's salary schedule ( 1.) is far from optimum in my view. To me, a shorter work 
week (2.) is fairly important; to my school it (2.) is more important. The importance 
of fringe benefits is the same (3.) (3.); that is, the school providing just enough fringe 






T~ My School 
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1. To have clearly stated and enforced school 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
policy which provides protection for 
professional personnel from irate parents. 
2. To have enough materials to satisfactorily 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
accomplish my job responsibilities. 
3. To have a clearly stated and enforced 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
school policy concerning student conduct. 
4. To have a definite and stable schedule of 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
upcoming activities, classes, and events for 
the school term. 
5. To have school participation in health and 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
liability insurance programs for 
professional staff members. 
6. To have a clearly stated school policy with 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
respect to my responsibilities and duties. 
7. To know, well in advance, where and what 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
my responsibilities will be. 
8. To have clear administrative guidelines on 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
how the professional staff should conduct 
themselves. 
9. To have contracts issued well in advance 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
of the beginning of the school year. 
10. To have strong administrative backing for 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
the professional staff in all areas of their 
work. 
11. To have physical facilities which are safe 2 ~. 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
in terms of fire, storms, accid.!!nts, etc. 
12. To have consistent administrative backing 2 3 4 6 6 7 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 
of professional level employees with 








To My School 
Low~High 
13. To have social activities where the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
professional staff can relax and really get 
to know each other. 
14. To have a close, personal, and working 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
relationship with other professionals within 
my area of specialization. 
15. To have social activities which include both 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
teachers and the administrative staff. 
16. To have the feeling that students and 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
professional staff are a cooperative group 
working together for the benefit of 
themselves and others. 
17. To have the feeling of being a necessary 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
part of the entire school program. 
18. To feel a close bond with my fellow 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
professionals. 
19. To have a helpful situation where the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
professional staff can work together and 
share ideas. 




To feel welcome in my supervisor's office. 
To have faculty unity; that is, a close knit 
group feeling. 
2 3 4 5 6 7 2 3 4 5 6 7 




To Me To My School 
Low~High Low.-..High 
23. To have quality work recognized by the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
school's administration. 
24. To be told by my superior that I am doing 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
a good job and contributing to the school 
effort. 
25. To be recognized as a competent 2 3 4 5 6 7 2 3 4 5 6 7 
professional by students and my peers. 
26. To be viewed as a professional by those 2 3 4 5 6 7 2 3 4 5 6 7 
who are outside the school system. 
27. To have an administration which DOES 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
NOT have a paternal attitude toward its 
professional employees. 
28. To have a means by which professional 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
personnel can display their professional 
competencies. 
29. To have an administration which makes the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
professional personnel feel they are a 
meaningful part of the decision-making 
process of the school. 
30. To have an administration which views 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 





To Me To My School 
Low--+-H igh Low___.. High 
31. To have an excellent in-service training 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
program and a professional libr1ry for tht 
staff. 
32. To be allowed to try new approaches in 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 2 3 4 5 6 7 
conducting my professional duties. 
33. To have freedom in the conduct of my 2 3 4 5 6 7 2 3 4 5 6 7 
professional duties. 
34. To pursue my own goals for my position 2 3 4 5 6 7 2 3 4 5 6 7 
duties with only minimum guidelines from 
the administration. 
35. To be in a situation where "respect for the 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 2 3 4 5 6 7 
dignity of the individual" is the common 
practice. 
36. To be accepted for my true self •nd ldtalt. 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 2 3 4 5 6 7 
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